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ABSTRACT
Studies of ReCrete: A Polyurethane Foam
by
Robert B. Mohan
Graduate Student
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Polyurethane foam is often molded directly in place as a thermal or vibration
insulator, energy absorbing material, or core material for a sandwich structure. A smooth
thin skin forms between the mold and the interior cellular structure of the foam. A
non-uniform microstructure is often visible when foam cross-sections are examined,
resulting in density variations throughout the foam and the resulting mechanical property
variations. This study investigates the effect of mold temperature and mold size on the
average density and some of the resulting mechanical and thermal properties for a
polyurethane foam system molded in aluminum cylinders and boxes.

Resulting

properties are also compared to more uniform foam samples cored out from larger molds.
It is shown that the molding process, temperature, and size have a significant effect on
the foam density. The density, in turn, affects the quasi-static and dynamic mechanical
properties, as well as thermal and chemical properties.
KEY WORDS: Polyurethane Foam, Density, Density Gradient, Foam Manufacture,
Modeling, Simulation, Mechanical Properties, Temperature Effects, Strength, Modulus,
Impact, Mold Effects, Dynamic Properties, Compression, Rexure, Energy.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
Rigid polyurethane foams can be used for preserving sensitive electronic components
from shock and other dynamic forces. Toluene Di-Isocyanate (TDI) foam has been used
for many years in Department of Energy (DOE) applications. [1] They are hazardous to
handle during the foaming process, so new foams are being investigated to reduce the
health risk for manufacturing workers. Several foams that are safer to produce are being
studied as potential replacements for TDI-based foams. [2,3] They must have equivalent
mechanical properties such as strength, stiffness, and energy absorption, and they must
also demonstrate similar or better aging characteristics with respect to these properties.
ReCrete polyurethane foam is one candidate replacement material for BKC44402, a
common TDI foam. [4]

1.1 Purpose of the Study
It is important to be able to predict the mechanical behavior of molded polyurethane
foam under anticipated static and dynamic loads because there is a significant variance
between each individual foam component and because the measurement of mechanical
properties is a destructive process.
These predictions must be made from information that is available at the time the
foam component is molded and from non destructive measurement processes in

1
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combination with predictive models based on empirical data gathered from previous
mechanical testing.

MOTIVATION
■ It is important to be able to predict the mechanical behavior of molded
polyurethane foam under static and dynamic loads
■ The prediction must be made from information available when the
foam is molded
■ Chemistry
■ Morphology
■

Density and Density Distribution

Figure 1-1 Motivation

Therefore, the purpose of this study is to develop a predictive relational model that
uses measurable physical properties such as chemistry, morphology, and density to
predict mechanical responses of foam components to static compression and flexural
bending loads as well as dynamic compression and flexural bending loads. This model
will support prediction for foam components of varying sizes and for foam fabrication
under varying processing temperatures.

MISSION STATEMENT
Develop a predictive relational model that uses measurable physical
properties, such as chemistry, morphology, and density, to predict
mechanical responses of the foam to static and dynamic loads.
Figure 1-2 Mission Statement
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1.2

Significance of the Study

The Department of Energy (DOE) has an ongoing project to prepare and to test
replacement foams for the national nuclear stockpile based on polyurethane chemistries,
but containing environmentally friendly materials. DOE has provided samples of several
thermally aged and normal foams that the University of Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV)
personnel used for initial experiments.
DOE provided UNLV with samples of 2 types of polyurethane foams, ReCrete and
BKC44402, which is based on toluene diisocyanate (TDI) and is found in many
DOE-related applications. Polymeric foam materials are used for structural supports,
thermal insulation, vibration damping, impact mitigation and shock wave mitigation.
These materials are designed to have high service temperatures (approaching 200°C)
and long service lifetimes. BKC44402 has been used routinely for over 25 years. These
foams are used for a variety of reasons; they may be used simply as volume fillers or to
afford electrical isolation.

In other applications, however, they may be required to

mitigate vibration or impact. As such, changes in the mechanical properties of these
foams as they age in the stockpile may affect their performance. Notwithstanding this,
there is little documented information describing size and temperature induced changes in
the mechanical and physical properties of these foams.
The foam is inherently viscoelastic because it is comprised of a polymer material. As
such, its mechanical properties will depend on both the imposed strain rate, as well as test
temperature. Some accelerated aging studies have shown that these polyurethane foams
can suffer changes in their viscoelastic characteristics as a result of laboratory aging at
elevated temperatures. However, it is unclear if there exists any relationship between

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

these dynamic property measurements and the more conventional kinds of physical and
mechanical properties (Young’s modulus, collapse strength, toughness, etc.) that a
designer might use in specifying a particular foam or set of performance requirements.
Principals in the UNLV foam project received samples from collaborators at DOE for
assessing the degradation mechanism of BKC44402 and its proposed replacement,
ReCrete. The foam project team at UNLV has also established a ReCrete production
capability, including the equipment and expertise to formulate any amoimt of ReCrete
needed. Using a number of mechanical and spectroscopic tests, UNLV scientists and
engineers showed distinct and dramatic differences in the ways these materials cure imder
temperature, including different changes in the chemistry in different regions (walls and
struts) of individual foams.

1.3

Research Questions and Hypotheses

A major objective of the UNLV foam program is to understand the limitations of
polymeric foams under the adverse conditions documented by DOE by studying effects
of processing temperature and component sizes of foams on their resulting “service”
properties, including mechanical and thermal properties.

Therefore, the following

research questions are posed as potential avenues of investigation for this study:
(1) What is the relationship between dynamic property measurements (impact energy
absorption, impact crush strength) and the static physical and mechanical properties
(Young’s modulus, collapse strength, fracture strength, etc.) that a designer might use
in specifying a particular foam or set of performance requirements for foam?
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(2)

It is not yet clear if there exists any relationship between dynamic property
measurements and the more conventional kinds of physical and mechanical
properties (Young’s modulus, collapse strength, fracture strength, etc.) that would be
useful to engineers during the design of a foam-based product. Can the experimental
property data be used in a constituent material model to predict a structural response
to some types of dynamic loads more representative of real-world engineering
requirements?

1.4

Terms of Reference

The following terms of reference establish a common foundation of understanding for
the foam project team as well as the readers of this and other foam project study reports.
Closed-Cell. Rigid Foam - Material made up of a network of solid struts and plates
which form the edges and faces of cells. Solid faces isolate the cells of a closed-cell
foam.

Cells are formed by a blowing agent (carbon dioxide).

Strut bending, face

stretching, and compression of the blowing agent are mechanisms of foam strength.
Plastic buckling and brittle fracture are mechanisms of compressive strength for rigid
foams. Rigid foams have high toughness but low resilience. [5,6,7] Rigid foams can
exhibit either elastic-brittle behavior as depicted in Fig. 1-3 and Fig. 1-6, or elastic-plastic
behavior as depicted in Fig. 1-4 and Fig. 1-5.
Relative Densitv (p*/ns) - Density of the cellular material divided by the density of
the solid from which the cells are made (polyurethane). Also referred to as normalized
density. [8,9] Normalizing is necessary in order to compare foam samples of different
densities.
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Structural Anisotropy (R) - Dependency of physical and mechanical properties on
orientation of the material, as a result of elongation of cells in the rise direction [10],
Cell Geometry -

Cells are composed of vertices, edges, and faces.

Common

geometric models include cubes, rhombic dodecahedrons, pentagonal dodecahedrons,
and icosahedrons. [11] The ReCrete mean cell diameter is 390 um [12].
Cream Time - Time from the start of mixing to the start of foam rising (5% of final
height) [13].
Rise Time - Time from the start of mixing to the end of foam rising (95% of final
height). Also referred to as blowing reaction time. [14]
Gel Time - The curing reaction time of the polymer [15].
Rise Time = Gel Time - A polymer foam formula is optimized when the rise time
equals the gel time. The formula is manipulated by changes in the proportional amount
of the blowing agent and the catalyst. [16]
Young’s Modulus (El - The initial slope of the stress-strain curve in the elastic
region.

The modulus of rigid foam is dominated by elastic bending of cell struts.

[17,18,19]. See Fig. 1-3 through Fig. 1-6.
Fracture Strength - For rigid foams, the stress at which the cells rapidly fail beyond
the linear-elastic regime. The point at which the cell struts transition from bending
(stretching) to brittle fracture. The tensile failure mechanism is the propagation of a
single crack [20]. Also referred to as ultimate tensile strength [21]. See Fig. 1-3 and
Fig. 1-4
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Fracture Strength

Linear Elasticity (Bending)
Strain

Figure 1-3 Tensile Stress-Strain Curve for Elastic-Brittle Foam

Cell Wall Alignment

in

Plastic Yield

Linear Elasticity (Bending)
Strain

Figure 1-4 Tensile Stress-Strain Curve for Elastic-Plastic Foam

Toughness - Energy absorption per unit volume, calculated by measuring the area
under the compressive stress-strain curve.

Toughness is a product of strength and

ductility [22]. See Fig. 1-5 and Fig. 1-6.
Plastic Yield Stress - For rigid foams in compression, the stress at which the cells
begin to collapse plastically beyond the linear-elastic regime. The point at which cell
struts transition in compression from bending to buckling [23]. See Fig. 1-5 and Fig. 1-6.
Collapse Strength -

Compressive stress at the plateau region of a compression

stress-strain curve, associated with the brittle crushing of cell struts in a rigid foam.
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Also referred to as the Euler buckling stress. [24,25] See Fig. 1-5 and Fig. 1-6.
Densification - Region of rapidly increasing stress, to a slope of Es, as the cell
material itself begins to compress. When the relative density is above 0.3, there is a
transition from cellular material to porous material. When the relative density is above
0.5, the material begins to behave as a solid. [26]

Densification
Yield
Strength

Plateau
(Plastic Yielding)

V)
Collapse
Strength

Linear Elasticity
(Bending)
Strain

Figure 1-5 Compressive Stress-Strain Curve for Elastic-Plastic Foam

Densificabon
Plateau
(Brittle Crushing)

Linear Elasticity (Bending)
Strain

Figure 1-6 Compressive Stress-Strain Curve for Elastic-Brittle Foam
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Uni-axial Compression - A load that causes a body to shorten in the direction of the
applied load [27].
Uni-axial Tension - A load that produces elongation in the direction of the applied
load [28].
Flexure - The ability of a beam to bend without fracture. Flexural strength is the
stress at the outer edge of the beam at the moment of a crack or break [29].
Quasi-Static - Strain rates at or below 1/second. The initial strain rate for ReCrete
testing was l.TxlO'^/second. The range of strain rates tested was l.VxlO'Vsecond to
1.7x10’Vsecond. For ReCrete, quasi-static strain is limited to 0.20 (20% strain of the test
sample). [30,31]
Dynamic - Strain rates above 40/second. The initial strain rate for ReCrete testing
was 70/second. Dynamic strain rates are achievable with a drop tower with 1
microsecond resolution.

Dynamic strain is limited to 0.60 (60% strain of the test

sample). [32,33]
Impact Failure - The point on the stress-strain diagram where the impact load drops
to 60% of the peak load [34].
Absorption Energy - Energy that is retained without reflection or transmission on
passing through a medium. The transmitted energy is absorbed by conversion into
energy of another form, usually thermal. Closed-cell, rigid foam absorbs energy through
brittle crushing and collapse of cells. Absorption energy is characterized as the area
under the stress-strain curve for foam in tension, as shown in Fig. 1-7, or compression, as
shown in Fig. 1-8.
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Elastic-Brittle Tension

Fracture Strength

Absorption
Energy

Strain
Figure 1-7 Absorption Energy in Tension

Elastic-Plastic Compression

Peak Yield Strength

Absorption
Energy

Strain
Design
Limit

Strain
Figure 1-8 Absorption Energy in Compression
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW
The focus of the literature review was on discovery of previous research that would
support two avenues of study. The first was research that related to polyurethane foams
with similar characteristics, such as low density, integral skin, rigid structure, and closed
cells; and similar applications, such as vibration damping, shock absorption, thermal
isolation, and electrical insulation. The second was research that related to similar
experimentation, such as static compression, flexural testing, and dynamic impact testing;
and modeling processes, such as morphology studies. The following sections summarize
the research that the study team found being done by other research organizations, as well
as a summary of the research efforts within the study team, leading up to this effort.

2.1

Research - General

The UNLV study team is made up of researchers from the Mechanical Engineering
and Chemistry Departments. For purposes of organization, the research efforts of the
respective departments are siunmarized separately.

2.2

Research - Mechanical Engineering

Rigid polyurethane foams are used as a thermal and vibration insulator and energy
absorption material. They are often molded directly in place, where a smooth, thin skin
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forms between the mold and the cellular structure of the foam. Density gradients and the
skin are shown to have an effect on the mechanical properties of the foam.
The study team investigated the effects of processing temperature and mold size on
the average density, density gradient, compressive modulus, and compressive strength,
for ReCrete; a molded, free-rise, water-blown, polyurethane foam system.

Four

processing temperatures were used during foam fabrication: 25“C, 40°C, 65“C, and 85°C.
Three aluminum cylinder mold sizes were used with diameters of 29mm, 41mm, and
51mm. The properties were also compared to reference samples with a uniform density
of 0.101 g/cc.

Results showed that processing temperature and mold size have a

significant effect on density, density gradients and some mechanical properties. [35]
2.2.1

Foam Densitv - Introduction

In order to examine the effects of the density and density gradients on material
properties, the effect of the manufacturing process on the density gradients also had to be
examined. Two aspects of manufacturing were considered: mold geometry and mold
processing temperature. Once consistent gradients were formulated, the gradient effects
on the material properties could be examined.
2.2.2. Foam Densitv - Statistical Analvsis
The study team characterized the experimental density data for all of the foam
samples through statistical analysis. The results are shown in Fig. 2-1. A number of
probability distributions were fitted to the data. The best fit was a Weibull distribution,
with the minimum, alpha, and beta parameters listed in Fig. 2-1. The x-axis of the
histograms is in units of density (g/cc).
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The diRmmce in fitted distriWion parameters was strong evidence that the Wweocc
sample was from a düfGmmt ptqxdatkm than Ihe overall sample of all foam gecimem.
Figure 2-3 i* xtliidbogfiun of dkaoaihy daüaÜMxm the fkwMoa samples made with a rise
temperature of d^C. This histogram was selected to show two fc^ures. The first feature
tvaBÜK {cksar differerBce ha (he (Üsüibtüiomof dhe dbuafTcandbe reference saiiqp&BB. r&w»
posidon cdFthwcliistogpnim along tbex-axiis arwl the fitked TAheibtdl düuüributkxo pwtrairuaxsrs
both indicated that the two data ad* were from different populations, jpvhqg strong
statktical evidence that ddui^ is dependent on riae temperature. The second feature was
the bi-moda! shape of the histogram. This suggested that there was another independent
variable iirfbaeimctag the (&Go@jt)\ The bypoAesis of study team was thd mold size was
also affecting; detisiby. TTbedata sfmwnikilPig;. 2-3 izMchtdk*; density roe%u;ui*ai&eimtfiom
foam samples &om different size molds.
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Rgure2-3 Histogram of Density for 6 5 t Foam Sano^des
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#.1#

Rgure 2-4 is e histogram of density data from the foam samples made in the large
cyiindd^ (1935-mm^) molds. The distributkm of tbk data was stAstantially diSmem,
resulting in an enthely different probability distrilmtioo being die best GL In this tase. a
Beta distrdmdkm was the best flL This also is evidence tWt the mcAd size was an
hxkpmideot faaor thd affected density.

D en sity D istrib u tio n M o d el
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#.14
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■ Input I
R gn e2-4 Histogram of Dmisity for Large Cylinder Foam Sam ;^

Only a rqiresmmaive sam][ding of die statistical amlysis reailts are presaited in this
ch^itM for discussmn pirposes. The complete results of the stadstkal amdysis of density
data for different mold sizes and diffment rise temperatures are contained in a ptvm us
rqxirt authored by a member of the study team. [361
2.2.3
Density was measured as a fundhui

FoamDmisitv -Dmisitvvs. Positioo
vertical and radial position for each processing

m^hod.
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2.2.4

Rmm Daisitv - Deieitv vs. VcrtWal PositKW

For aü mold types, density increased fnxn (be top of the mold to the bottom. The
small aluminum m t^ showed a modest incresae to density of 23%. The 1-lite and
4-Iiter molds showed an increase in dœsity from top to bottom of 5.7% and 9.6%,
leqiectively. [37] Figure 2-5 shows tkxaity as a functkm of vettW positmn fw three
mtdd QTNNi. The top sampk taken Gom a omld t^iedmm is ideniGed as level 1. The
bothun sample k idemiGed as levd 4.
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43

Figure 2-5 DaoaityasaPunctkmofVaticalPositimi

Rguie 2-6 presents the same data as dmwn in Rg. 2-5 in the form
this Gmn^ Rg. 2-6 shows that density was also a Amctioo

a bar chart In

mold volume. As dte

volume mcreased, the mean density deoeased. [38] Rgure 2-6 identifies the (bam
sam][des from levels 1 to 4 by ahemate names: trq), middle top, middle bcdtom, and
botimn; respectively.
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Figure 2 6 Density as a Furctkm of Veitical Positicm

This tiw d is also <^(Aed in Rg. 2-7. The density increase as the mtdd vidume
deceased (~)0%) is mare signifkant Aan the (knsity increase frtnn the tt^ to die bottom
of a given mold vtdume (less than 10%). [39]
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2 3 3 Pbam Density-Denakv vs. RaAalPositxm
Rgure 2-8 shows the Amsities of cone samples taken. This Ggure shows the mean
density of the core samfdes taken jBrmn each radial positkm. The center of the mold
qpecimen was positMm 1. The cote sampks Gmn the outer edge of the specinwm were
idertifiedMpositkmdfofthe 1-litw mold specimem, and positiom 15 fw the 4-liter mold
qwcimem. Rgure 2-8 shows the thmsitks frmn die radial positions of the 4-liter mtdd,
and Gom 2 levels, t(^ and bottom, of the l-lher mold. As discussed in the prevmus
seaioo, Rg. 2-8 shows that the bcAtom level of a mtdd specimai had a W g ^ density
than the tty. [40]
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Rgure 2-8 Dmsily as aRmctkm of Radial Positkm

Rgure 2-8 shows thae was a significant increase in dmwi^ fnxn the center to the
outside of each sami^de. Demity gradients for the cylindrical moltk showed a tnmd from
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less dense in the center of the samples to more dense on the outside. [41] The 1-liter and
4-liter molds were compared on an absolute scale because samples were taken from the
same diameter increments as shown in Fig. 2-8. Due to size differences in the molds, the
1-liter molds had only 6 diameter increments compared to the 4-liter mold’s 15.
The radial positions that are shown in Fig. 2-8 were converted into normalized
positions as seen in Fig. 2-9. This was done to provide the relative position of each
cylindrical sample in relation to the outside diameter of the respective sectioned mold.
By normalizing the position, the density gradient was compared between molds of
different sizes. Therefore, the center of each cylinder shown in Fig. 2-9 is denoted as “0”
and the outside diameter of each cylinder is denoted as “1”.
2.2.6 Foam Densitv - Densitv vs. Mold Size
It is possible to calculate point densities from the aluminum and 1-liter molds up to
about 80% of the total mold radius. It is also possible to calculate point densities from
the 4-liter molds up to about 95% of the total mold radius. It must be pointed out that for
the 1-liter and 4-liter molds only 1 sample was taken from the center. Because of this
limited sample size, the measured density at the center was not conclusive. However, the
aluminum molds had 4 samples from the direct centers that were averaged. Density
increased from the center to the outside for all mold types. The aluminum mold samples
averaged an increase in density by 15.3% while the 1-liter and 4-liter molds experienced
an increase of 9.3% and 10.6%, respectively. [42]
In Fig. 2-9, the radial positions of the samples were normalized to facilitate
comparison of data between the large (1-liter and 4-liter) reference molds and the small
aluminum molds.
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Difkraioes b ^ e e n

types was seen when the dmsity was viewed as a functkm

of Donnalized posltkm, as shown in Fig. 2-9. The l-lita mohb Aowed an increase in
daisity for every incienKnt Awn the center (wtward. The 4-liter molds showed alnxMt
constant dwaity for d% Arst seven incmments before increasing to t k wnskk daosity.
This bdmvior was attrihmted to the largar size of the 4-liter mold; the sides of the mold
bad less o f an c8ba on the centw^ increments because of the distance betweai than. The
small alumimun molds also dtowed an inwease in density for every hxsement frwn the
center outward. The dmsity gradient in the small aluminum mold was the largest,
indicating that the effects of the sides of the mold increased as the mold volume
decreased. [43]
Z2.7 FnamPqtsitv -Densitv vs. Processing Temperature
Rgute 2-10 shows &e mem dmtsity

foam samples formed under difkrent

processityg temperatures. Rgure 2-10 cleaiiy diows tl* trend of decreasing mean foam
datsi^ as the prooMsing température decreased.

In addition to the mean (kmsity
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indicated by each bar, Rg. 2-10 also dtows dte variance

the daaity aotoa the foam

samples, indicated by the boxes and votical lines. Rgure 2-10 shows the average daaity
for dK foams made under 5 diflaait Processing conditkms. The foams made in the ice
bath had large denshy varWwts, as illiKtmted by the l»ge deviatioas about dte mauL
The rectangular boxes and the vertical liiKs on each ku in the dtait indicate the Arst and
second standard deviatiwts, lepecdvely.

The figure also slmws a trend towaids

tkcreKing density with imaeased processing teapeoUure. [44]

Penalty vs. ProcoMinQ Tempemfuw
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900 Water
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Figure 2-10 Mean Dorsity as a Function of Processing Tmpwature

In Fig. 2-10, values inskle the box are within ± 1 standard deviatiw:, arrd values
covered by the pan of t k vertical lines are within ± 2 standard rkviatkms. As the
processing tarpeiature increases, the varianoe of the samples decreases. This indicates
Aat the fbamh% process is more stable and cwaistait at higher teuperatures. [45]
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When compared ms a group, the foam processed in Ac kc W b exhibited the mœt
devimtKm Aom the average. Uns deviatkm is attrikited to the inctmsistency of the Awun;
th«e were many inegularities found within Ae samples, such as large air pockas and
visually doaer meas disposed randomly throughout each sanpk. [46] E xanq^

the

vcntb me shown in Rg. 2-11. These samples hW a 2-stq) foaming process, desoibed in
Ckpter 3, whidt could have ctmtributed to this haert^enaty. Rgure 2-11 iOustiales the
micro^ructure

m k» bath foam sample ctnnfwed to a sample pr^Nsred at room

tenpmuure.

mm
Large VWds

Rgure 2-11 MicroAructures For The Ice Bath (LeA) and Room Twipamure (Right)
Processed 28.7-mm Samples (Small Cylinder hkld)

These observations can be explained by discussing both the effects of temperature on
the rate of r^dim i and the viscosity of the reactitm mixture. Differences in c^rsity
bdwear samples and variatitms in ^knsity within the same sample were highly dependent
on processing temperature, where mean densities both deceased ami were more
consistent as processing tmnperature inoreased. G u ^ and Khakhar reported a decrease
in density as the moM tMnperature increased while fbtming integral skin polyureAane
foana. [47]
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Density trends from temperature effects showed a decrease in density with an
increase in temperature. Also, density deviations decreased with increasing temperature.
These trends can be explained by analyzing the viscosity of the foaming chemicals. [48]
High deviations in the ice batch occurred because the foaming chemicals were more
viscous. With colder temperatures, the foaming chemicals were unable to completely fill
the cylinders because of the increase in viscosity. Voids were created where the foam
could not fill in.

These voids create inconsistencies throughout the foam causing

deviations in density measurements. Colder temperatures resulted in more dense foam
because of the temperature effects on the foaming agent: water. At colder temperatures
the water does not introduce air bubbles as easily, preventing the foam from expanding as
much as foam under warmer conditions. With the same mass but less expansion, foam
created in ice temperatures are denser than foams made in warmer conditions. [49]
Similarly, foam made with a 90“C mold temperature during the first 30 minutes was
less dense than foam made in colder temperatures. Decrease in viscosity allowed the
foam to expand fully, causing the same mass to expand more than colder batches. The
greater expansion caused the foam to be less dense. Density variance within the 90°C
batch was small because the decrease in viscosity allowed the foam to fill in all voids.
[50]

Completely filling in the cylindrical molds made the foam more consistent. For

comparison of temperature effects on density and material properties, the room
temperature molds, both water and air exposure, were grouped together. Grouping the
two batches improved sample size, which in turn better validated the results. The batches
showed small enough differences that combining the two was appropriate. [51]
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Figure 2-12 showe (he radW density gradimts of Amm sa m )^ Axmed at various
pmcessingtwqietatufes. The dAmsity gradient bindkaled by Aedmnge in density Amm
Ac center ( f Ac mold (on the left of Ae gngA) A (he outside edge

Ac moW (on (he

rig# of Ac g n ^ ). All sanqWe Aua shown came Amn amall aluminum molds (80-mL
and 93-mL volumes). As indicated by Ae slopes o f the cmves shown m Rg. 2-12, Ae
density gradients decreased sligMy as the processing temperature mctmmed. Rgure
2-12 also hkücates h(Mv (he avwa^ doaity decreaW as Ae proccssmg tempamme
increased. [52]
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Rgun:2-12 Dens%(kadiMits as a Rmctkm of Processing Teaqictature

As Aown m Fig. 2-13, the sanm dmsHy gradWt existed r^psrdkss of tdndb
processing temperature or mold was used. A was also evidmk Aat d * overall (kosity of
foam decreased wiA incieasmg processing tmnperature and increasmg mold size. [53]
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The dashed line shown in Rg. 2-13 indicates the reference (knsity taken from a rekmnce
specimoi formed in a 4-liter mold and processed at room temperature. Figure 2-13
shows the mean density and variance A* foam samples Small (S), Medium (MX and
Large (L) aluminnm c^inder molds at 25'C (25C), 4 0T (4 0 0 , 65T (6 5 0 , amd 85«C
(85C) processing (mqiKatures. As indicated by the very small boxes tmd vatical lines at
the tops of tlm bars. Ae standard deviations of the mean densities were very k)w.
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Figure 2-13 Mwn Density as a Function of Processing Tempa^ture and M(dd Size

The study team plotted the daisi^ gradient of samples from thiee different mold
sizes (S, M, L), formed at four differed ;«ocessing tax^xxatures (25%, 40%, 65*'C,
85%X and compared the density gradients to a refoence foam sample. The small
^ysical size

Ae foam senqtles prevented Ae study team ftmn oKamuing the d asity m
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Ae outer 10% of Ae sample. Thus, Ae graph did not display density data beyond 0.90 of
Ae normalized positions. See Appendix I for details.
The sAdy team found no optimal density for ReCrete. The desired values depended
on Ae application of Ae material and how Ae density related to Ae mechanical
properties of Ae foam. Determining how Ae processing temperature and size of mold
affected Ae average density of Ae material was important to its application.
BoA mcreasmg Ae processing temperature and increasing Ae mold size brought
molded ReCrete average density closer to Ae reference density. The highest average
density of 0.15 g/cc was m Ae 25“C processmg temperature, small mold size batch. The
lowest average density of 0.106 g/cc was m Ae 65“C processing temperature, large mold
size batch.
Overall, increasmg Ae mold size decreased Ae average density. The average density
of Ae foam sample took mto account Ae foam and a Am, dense skm layer on Ae outer
edge of Ae foam. Increasmg Ae processmg temperature decreased Ae average density.
Higher processmg temperatures showed less variation m Ae average density between
different mold sizes. [54]
2.2.8 Foam Morphology - Foam Qualities
The stody team visually mspected all of Ae foam specimens during manufacAring,
immediately after, and Aen some time later, to observe Ae physical morphology of Ae
foam (visible to Ae naked eye) and how Ae morphology changes over time.

The

following sections describe general visual observations from batches of foam Avided by
processing temperature.
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(1) 0°CIceBaA
The ice baA produced foam wiA numerous irregularities. Large voids, sometimes
Ae full diameter mmus Ae skin, could be found. The bottoms of Ae molded samples
generally exhibited Ae most/largest voids. Sometimes a denser ring (similar to skin
appearance) could be found about 1/8” in from Ae outside. The foammg process
appeared to have two stages m many samples. The appearance was almost like Ae
chemicals “foamed” to a certain pomt, and Aen finished m Ae oven where Ae
temperature was higher. The skin looked more opaque Aan oAer higher temperature
batches, makmg Ae cells harder to see. Many areas in Ae foam showed significant
yellow discoloration. The discoloration was usually Aside Ae ring when Ae rmg
was evident.
(2) 25°C Air
The foam skin was clear (cells were easily distmguishable). Foam was mostly
consistent in appearance wiA occasional small voids (l-2mm m diameter). Some
yellow discoloration was noted on samples Aat were 10-14 monAs old.

The

discoloration was not consistent wiAm batches, so it was not purely a function of
age. The skm was consistent m Aickness and opacity. The skin bonded well to Ae
foam core, even after compressive failure of Ae core.
(3) 25°C Water BaA
The 25°C water baA batches and 25% air batches were mostly similar. A small
difference was m skm appearance. The water baA foam skm was slightly more
opaque Aan Ae air batches. Older samples showed Ae same yellow discoloration,
but Ae discoloration was evident around Ae outer 1/8” of Ae sample, between Ae
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skm and Ae ‘ring.’ This was notably different Aan Ae foam samples made m Ae
0°C ice baA, where Ae discoloration was typically found mside Ae ‘ring.’
(4) 40°C Water BaA
Foam voids were more frequent and larger (l-7mm m diameter) Aan Ae 25°C
batches. The skin had an appearance closest to 25% water baA.

On year-old

samples, Aere was some yellow discoloration noted on Ae skm, but not m Ae foam
core. This was different Aan boA Ae 0% and 25% foam samples Aat showed
discoloration in Ae foam. The skm was oAerwise consistent m Aickness and failure
mode. A compression-failed samples, Ae skA showed horizontal collapse lAes,
wiA local separation from Ae foam core.
(5) 90% Water BaA
Voids A Ais sample were Ae most frequent of all Ae batches.

The skA was

extremely clear, givAg Ae effect of almost being separate from Ae core.

The

average cell size also appeared larger. The skA more easily separated from Ae foam
core because of Ae large voids at Ae Aterface. The foam core, close to Ae center of
Ae mold, was more normal A appearance, wiA Ae largest voids near or at Ae skA.
A some samples, Ae skA separated from Ae foam core during removal from Ae
mold, suggesting very poor bonding, someAAg not seen A any samples made at
lower temperatures.
2.2.9

Foam Morphology - Foam Cell Microscopy

The study team had six different microscopy capabilities available to study foam
morphology. The first was confocal microscopy, which was used to view complex 3-D
objects, and provided deAiled sectional views wiAA a 3-D object. The second was dark
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Geld micR)6C<^y, used to view living cells, v&ane ceDs appeared as illuminated objects
against a bladt background. Thiid, w « fluorescent micmscopy. For dns method, the
foam samples were dyed. The ffuorescent dyes w «e dmected by the microsc*^ and
glowed agamst a dark background.

Fourth, was optical m^msct^y, which used

objectives and projected l i ^ onto a sample to make fine details visAlc. Fifth, was phase
(xmtrast micmsct^y, which was also used to view living cells.

Finally, there was

scxmniog electron microscopy (SEM), whidx was used to view 3-D surfaces. WiA this
method, electrons were scattered w emitted from the qie^mm's surface to stimulate (he
scanning electron sensw and create a visual image.
Frmn the six metho# available, the tœt team selected two methods to midy foam
morphology.

The team dmse optical ndcmscc^y because it used umaltmed foam

samples, and it was very efficienL Optical images could be taken m seconds. The
quality o f the images was satisfactory. The team also chose SEM because it provided a
clear image of the surface without the interkrence of muldpk layers. Images could be
taken m seconds, once the samples were prepared. The test team elected not to use
ccmfocal, dark field, or phase contrast microscopy because the quality of Ac images were
mA sMisfactory. [55] A ctmfocal microscope image is shown m Fig. 2-14.

#1

Rgure 2-14 Confocal Microscope Image
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The test team dected not to use fiumescent microsot^y because the images were less
than satisfactory, and the dying and im%ing proo^es were time-inleoslve.

A

fiuoxtaoem microsot^ hm%e is sbxwn A Rg. 2-15. [56]

Rgure 2 15 FhKueswntMimNCopelm^

(^[Nkal mimxscope images range m magnificatkm from 5X to lOX. Foam samples
arc placed directly on the microscope stage, and are undamaged during the process.
Thus, samples can be used fw oAer tests and measurements after imaging, as well as
imaged multiple tmæs, as is the case dtuing aging studies. Foam samples must be cut
Ato thm sediom, Itas than 1-mm (hick, and have Airly unifmrm surfaces to provide high
quality images. ExampAs of

mAmsctqxe images are shown A Fig. 2-16 and

Rg. 2-17. BoA images are 5X magnificatkm. Ait Ae image A Fig. 2-16 A from a thm
foam sectkm, nduA the Image A Rg. 2-17 A frmn a thidcer (bam sedAn. The quality of
the image A Rg. 2-17 A degraded by Ae tbidmess of the sectkm. [57]
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Rgme2-16 5XO;AWMicmscope Image

Rgure 2-17 SXC^pdalMkmsctye Image

SEM images are on a scale ranging from microm (1500X) to millimeters (lOX).
Foam samples are spAttar-coated wiA 24 karat gdd plate before being placed on the
manual stage. The stage A capable of bolding a maximum sample size of 32-mm. Since
the samples are coated wiA gold, they cannm be used for other tests or measurements
aA^ the mkawct^y and, since the gdd coating fonns a boundary layer, coated
specumms are no longer suitable (or furAer aging. Foam sampks can be up A lO^nm
thick, and do not have A be cmnplddy uniAnrn, m ord* A provide a high quality image.
ThA makes specimen [xeparation easier and allows greatm^ latitu# in specimen selectkm.
Fw the best image lesblmion, SFM spot size A specified at 20. [58] Scanning electron
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awaoKo^ûnqp8iwesbm M iüiP% ^2Ll& ]Rg. 2 4 9, awiF%^2L%X TÜeimwgein
Fîg. 2 4 8 is lOX magnification.

■

■I
l3gnre3L18 ICOCSiaWhnage

Tlbe niutgp ûilPig. 2-19is ICKXNIinuypoifkaiÜkMi.

H
I5guic2-19 lOOXSBBWhnage

The image en IPlg^ :2 20is 15O0X niagpufica&ioiL The image shows aipCKtioncdTa stmt
txetMMBGOctilfs. lîveaidionyÿh BüeChnaüsis cxmsWefcxlacdkxwad ceM iPoaio, d # homage (daudhf
shows that even the cell struts are c^ular in mature on a microscopic scale.
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measured and discussed with respect to the change in chemical composition of the
materials. The data indicated that the composition of chemical cross-links, the density,
and the modulus all decreased as a function of increasing processing temperature. The
modulus of the PU foam showed a linear dependence of the processing temperature
decreasing by 20% at the highest temperature.

The results suggest that processing

temperature may be used to target deHned physical and mechanical properties of PU
foams without changing the composition of reactants used. [60] The change in modulus
was related to thermal decomposition of uretoneimine linkages in the diisocyanate
starting material by monitoring the change in intensities of diisocyanate, carbodiimide,
and uretoneimine bands in the Infrared (IR) spectra. Differential Scanning Calorimetry
(DSC) and Thermal Mechanical Analysis (TMA) were consistent with IR frndings, where
endothermie and exothermic events could be associated with chemical changes in the
foam. [61]
The stability of uretoneimine linkages and unreacted diisocyanate was shown to be
affected by the processing temperature and aging of foam made from Rubinate. [62] An
approximate 20% decrease in energy absorption and impact strength was observed for
aged ReCrete.

The aging characteristics may have been a direct result of the

decomposition of the uretoneimine linkage prevalent as a major functionality in the
diisocyante starting material in the ReCrete foam (absent in TDI-based foam). Although
density gradients were induced in PU foam samples processed at different temperatures,
the change in modulus with processing temperature was more likely a result of the
breaking of the uretoneimine ring during high temperature (85°C-90®C) processing. The
result was foam with a lower degree of cross-linking and with lower rigidity. [63]
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Infrared analysis confirmed that foam processed at high temperature exhibited a
higher intensity and consequently larger amount of carbodiimide and urethane
functionalities relative to unreacted isocyanate groups.

In comparison, the foam

processed at low temperature showed a larger contribution of uretoneimine C=N
vibrations. Infrared analysis of the diisocyanate functional groups in urea was used to
examine and identify changes in uretoneimine functionality of Rubinate as the materials
were heated. The same phenomena occurred during high temperature processing of
ReCrete foam. The same trend was examined for PU foams. The data indicates that
processing temperature directly influenced the concentration of the rigid uretoneimine
structures in the foam. Thermal degradation of the units in PU foams resulted in the
generation of equal molar quantities isocyanate and carbodiimide in the foam. The
continued reactivity of isocyanate was observed over a period of 3 months indicating the
chemistry of the PU was changing over time. [64]
Thermal analysis of foams processed at room temperature showed a predominant
endothermie transition at ~100“C consistent with the temperature range reported for
the exchange reaction of the uretoneimine functionality to form isocyanate and
carbodiimide. [65]
As time progressed, the 25°C samples exhibited more variation in DSC, TMA, and IR
than the 85“C samples because of the initial lower curing temperature. The study team
recommended closer inspection of these species because they play a significant role in
the stability of foam. [66]
The processing temperature affected the mechanical and chemical properties of
ReCrete. It may also affect the shock properties due to the loss of chemical structures
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Figure 2-22 ITG/l Curve for Foam Samples Processed at Different Temperatures
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On average, all samples showed two expansion/collapse steps and Ae magniAde of
Aese steps, and Ae temperatures at which Aey occurred, could be related to Ae
processing temperature and, in some cases, Ae sampling position.
2.3.4

Foam Chemistry - Chemistry vs. Processing Temperature

Differences in density between samples and variations in density wiAin Ae same
sample were highly dependent on processing temperature.

The average densities

decreased and were less variable as processing temperature increased, as shown in Ae
previous section. These density trends were explained by Ae effects of temperature on
Ae rate of reaction and on Ae viscosity of Ae reaction mixture.
Water blown polyureAane foams are formed by Ae simultaneous reaction of Ae
diisocyanate wiA Ae polyol (gel formation), where ureAane linkages are formed, and
reaction of Ae diisocyanate wiA water (gas generation). The gas generation reaction
primarily determines Ae resultmg density of Ae foam. Gas generation produces an
unstable carbamic acid intermediate Aat decomposes, rapidly producing CO2 gas and
primary ammes.

The primary ammes furAer react to form urea linkages, a major

component of polyureAanes. [68]
Since all foam samples prepared here were mixed at room temperature, Ae rate of Ae
gel formation step should be similar.

However, Ae processmg temperature was

controlled during Ae foammg step, Aus affectmg Ae formation of boA CO2 gas and urea
linkages. At low processing temperatures, Ae rate of gas generation decreases, but Ae
viscosity of Ae solution mcreases. The decrease m gas generation reduces Ae even
dispersion of gas, which is necessary for uniform foammg, and Ae diffusion of mixture
reagents (E.g., silicone surfactant) Aat are added to aid m foam stabilization. BoA of
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Aese factors were responsible for Ae mcrease m foam density and non-uniformity for
foam samples prepared at low temperatures. A Ae case of 0"C processmg, Ae rate of Ae
gas generation reaction was significantly reduced and Ae major rise of Ae foam occurred
during Ae 30 mmute processing sAge and Ae 4 hour curing sAge.
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Figure 2-23 General PolyureAane Foam Reactions

FurAermore, it is well esAblished Aat Ae ratio of ureAane/urea componenA has a
large impact on Ae resultmg mechanical properties of foams. [69] It was expected Aat
Ae chemical composition of Ae resultmg polymeric foams had different ratios of
ureAane/urea linkages and, at higher processmg temperatures; Ae formation of
allophanate and biuret side reactions was also possible.
The formation of polyureAane foams follows Ae same general reaction of isocyanate
wiA polyol as shown in Fig. 2-24.

The reaction demonstrates Ae basic structural
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backbone of Ae polyureAane polymer.

However, strucAral cross-links and

microstrucAres wiAin Ais system can provide additional structure wiAm Ae polymer
matrix. Typical R' groups of Ae polyol include polyeAer and polyester unite. Adustrially
important diisocyanates include 2, 4- and 2, 6-toluene diisocyanate (TDI), 4,
4'-meAylene diphenyl diisocyanate (MDI), and 1, 6-hexameAylene diisocyanate (HDI).
The R groups can be aromatic rings (increase rigidity) or alkyl chains (mcrease
flexibility). More flexible R and R' groups and low functionality of Ae isocyanate and
polyol favors Ae formation of more flexible foams. A contrast, rigid R and R' groups
and high fmictionality favors more rigid foams. [70]

0=C=N-R-N=C=0
Diisocyanate
-------- ►

+

r
9
r 1 1
^ R -H N -C -O -p '-W ^

HO-R'-OH
Polyol
Figure 2-24 General Reaction of Diisocyanate wiA Polyol to Form
PolyureAane Linkages

A meAod for introducmg Ae uretoneimme structare involves Ae use of liquid
4,4’-meAylenediphenyl

diisocyanate (MDI),

a commonly used

isocyanate A

polyureAane formation. The modified pure MDI can be reacted to form carbodiimide
structures wiA excess isocyanate m Ae system yieldmg a cross linked uretoneimme
structure wiA tAee un-reacted isocyanate groups, illustrated A Fig. 2-25. [71]
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Figure 2-25 Rubmate MDI Reactions

This compound mixed wiA pure MDI results m a liquid carbodiimide modiûed MDI,
which is stoble and slightly viscous, wiA a meltmg pomt below 20°C. The uretoneimine
Aermally reversible four member rings are mcorporated mto Ae PU foam matrix as rigid
structures Aat Aermally degrade at temperatures greater Aan 40°C. This temperature
dependence can be utilized to adjust Ae concenhation of uretoneimme cross-link
structures present m Ae PU foam. At higher processmg temperatures, Ae Aermally
unsAble wetoneimme degrades, givmg equal molar quantities of isocyanate and
carbodiimide. The carbodiimide formed from Ae uretoneimine degradation is a sAble
functional group Aat does not react appreciably at higher processmg temperature. The
result is a high intensity peak at higher processmg temperatures Aat does not dimmish m
comparison to isocyanate, which can contmue to react over time.
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2.3.5 Foam Chemistry - FTIR Analysis
Through Photoacoustic Spectrum (PAS) FTIR analysis, Ae sAdy team observed
similar trends m Rubinate MDI

and ReCrete PU foam processed at elevated

temperatures. The amount of un-reacted isocyanate and Ae composition of uretoneimme
decreased as Ae temperature reached 45°C. There was little difference m terms of Ae
FTIR response of Ae 45°C and 85°C samples, mdicatmg Aat boA contomed comparable
amoimts of Ae un-reacted isocyanate and metoneimine fmictional groups.

The

decomposition of Ae uretoneimme was verified by Ae mcreasmg carbodiimide
fimctional groups m Ae foam. The amount of carbodiimide was fairly small at 25°C, but
mcreased rapidly for Ae 45°C and 85°C processed PU foams. The sAdy team found Aat
Aere was a -45% and -42% decrease in Ae uretoneimme group at 45°C and 85°C,
respectively. Conversely Ae opposite trend was observed for Ae carbodiimide Anctional
group.

The presence mcreased by 90% relative to Ae initial presence for Ae

carbodiimide species for Ae PU foam processed at 25°C. [72]
2.3.6 Foam Chemistry - FTIR Imaging
The foam chemistry study team used FTIR imagmg from Aeir multi-pomt detector
as a complementary technique to provide Ae spatial distribution of Ae chemical
characteristic for Ae ReCrete samples analyzed over a two dimensional array. The
spatial distribution of carbodiimide (2110 cm-1) and uretoneimme (1373 cm-1) are
extremely important and can be easily identified in two dimensions for Ae foam samples
processed at 25°C and 85“C temperatures.

The FTIR images agreed wiA Ae date

presented previously showmg Aat Ae uretoneimme structure remained largely intact at
Ae 25“C processmg temperature. The images also confirmed smgle point measurements
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Aat mAcated Ae rigid uretoneimine structure decreased as a function of mcreasmg
processmg temperature m Ae struts of Ae foam. Smce Ae struts are Ae key to Ae
rigidity of Ae foam, it is not surprismg Aat Ae modulus would be affected by Ae
changes m Ae chemistry of Ae structure. As uretoneimme structure degrades m Ae
struts Ae rigidity of Ae structure decreases and Ae foam becomes more flexible. [73]
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CHAPTERS

STUDY METHODS
This study directly assessed Ae relationship between physical properties, chemical
properties, static mechanical properties, and dynamic mechanical properties of a
proposed replacement for stockpile foam, ReCrete. The sAdy was based on information
collected through three different means: research, experimentation, and modelmg.

3.1 Research
The sAdy team had already accumulated a substantial library of research on Ae
subjects of polyweAane foam, foam applications, mechanical properties, physical
properties, and dynamic impact response. This study effort began wiA a literatme search
to ensure Ae historical information available to Ae sAdy team was suitably current and
relevant. The sAdy team reviewed all of Ae literature in order to collect all available
data and to ensure Ae study complemented similar research raAer Aan duplicatmg it.
New literature was revisited throughout Ae course of Ae sAdy to keep Ae sAdy as
current as possible. Research results are summarized m Ae previous chapter.

3.2 Experimentation
Four different types of testing were identified as relevant to stockpile environments:
high rate compression and flexural impact tests for Ae determination of energy
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absorption characteristics and yield or fracture strength; and quasi-static compression and
flexure testing for Ae determmation of modulus, collapse strengA (compression), and
fracture stress/stram (tension).
This dissertation measured and evaluated two parameters under impact loading
conditions. The first, energy absorption, is calculated as Ae area traced out by Ae impact
stress-stram curve and has Ae unit energy/volume. The second is Ae collapse, yield, or
fracture strengA and is equivalent to Ae yield pomt stress for conventional compression
or tension testing. This sAdy also assessed modulus, collapse strengA, and fracture
behavior through a series of quasi-static compression and flexure tests performed on a
mechanical test frame.
Specimens were prepared from molded cylinders and blocks of foam and tested to
establish an empirical model of ReCrete’s mechanical behavior and to search for
relationships to effects measurable by quasi-static flexure and compression testmg. The
study included dynamic mechanical analysis tests to directly correlate Ae results wiA
conventional quasi-static mechanical test results.

3.3 Modelmg
The information gaAered from research and experimentetion allowed Ae sAdy team
to develop a relational model of Ae foam. The relational model built upon oAer, simpler
models. Experimental data from impact, compression, and flexural testing on ReCrete
foam were used to develop statistical models of foam mechanical properties.
Fig. 3-1 for an example.
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Coosdtudve models w o t fmuW in the literature searches that described foam
behavior in twns of classic medtanical Amctiom. See Fig. 3-2 for examples.

figure 3-2 Constitmive Models: Basic (kA) and C m npkxfri^)
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Mkmsocyic image: of foam cells w ae

into a nK*|[Aok%Kal model

a

typical ccB. SeeFig. 3-3fwanexanqde. Togi^w, these models w ae used to develt^ a
set (€rehA(mal models.

■
Mgure 3-3 M iorostx^ Image Used to Devek^ a MoqAAogical Model

Using Ae expmmettal data collected, the study team develt^ied predictive models
tb# establish relationships between ph^ical, chanical, mmiAok^ical, and mechanical
prqïeities. Taken tog^ie^, the% relaticmal models allow Ae study team A prdkt
ptiperti» and performance characteristics of RK^ute based on properties and
draracteristics that can be ctmtrolled during developmmt or measmed m a non(Wructivemanm*. The predicted propaties mad charameristics may not be immediately
measurable, such as perfmmance of aged fixun, or measurable only by destructive oKans,
sudi as absorption tmeigy under dynamic impad. Figure 3-4 illustrates a predictive
model that the shuly team developed teing non-linear least-s<ytares n%rMskm thd
quantifies the relatioosh%i bdwetm ReCrde (6am demity and its conqaessive nwdulus as
a quadratic equation.
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Modulus vs. Density
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Similarly, Rg. 3-5 illustrate a (Xtdidive model Aat the sttuly team tkvekqxxl using
multivariate non-liiKar least-stpiates r^iession. The model quantifks the reldioaship
bdween a rqpreentative ReCrete foam nKchanical prcqxaty and the mold size and
pmcessAg tmnpdature that can be connolled Aning mohkd A*m (akidttion.
case

In the

Ais nqnesentative example, the relationship would be quantified as a third-order

muW-variate polynomial equatkm. The x-axis represents tempwaturem degrees Celsius.
The x-axis scak is limited A 0-100 degrees because tlK bAwing agem m ReGete is
water. The y-axis rquesents Ae mold size in non-dimens«maI units. The y-axis scale
cannot go bekw zero, but is otherwise unbounded.
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Figuie 3-5 Multivariate Least-Squares Regression Model

Over the course of Ae study, the UNLV High Pressure S ciace *md &%i%Kering
Centar (HiPsec) has fboised (m installing capabilities for measuring Aermal, mechanic^
and chemkal f»q)aties of the same sanqde of fresh and aged foams. This study
AuAaed Ais cqidnlity and capitalized on it A proAice scmntifically souiW results by
using a more efRcieat and mme rokist scimtific m^KxMpgy A produce coosistmt data
&om material sanqdes.
The results of this wmt will be submitted for puWicatioo m tqqtmprWe sckdarly
journals. This disswtation is writAn m accmdance wiA UNLV format and ASME

ayleguiddhAs.
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3.4

Foam Formulation and Manufacture

ReCrete foam is formulated from five chemicals: Voranol 490, DC 193 Surfactant,
Polycat 17 Amine Catalyst, distilled water, and Rubinate 1680. Typically, Ae mass of
each component is selected to produce a desired foam density of 0.1 g/cc. The final foam
density was determined by combining Aese materials wiA a specific mix ratio. Table
3-1 shows Ae mass and percentage of chemicals used to make a batch of foam.
3.4.1

Manual Formulation

When Ae study team made foam manually, Ae chemicals were mixed m small
amounts and used immediately to form foam m Ae molds. The first four chemicals were
weighed in a 1-liter plastic container using a digital scale. The chemicals were Aen
mixed by hand wiA a spatula for 2 minutes before adding Ae Rubmate. The completed
formulation was Aen mixed wiA an overhead mixer for 90 seconds. AlAough a batch
weighed over 140 grams, only 100 grams was usable. The remainder was lost to Ae
manual mixing process. A 100-gram batch made -lOOOcc of free-rise foam.

Table 3-1 Foam Formula
Chemical
Voranol 490
DC 193 Surfactant
Polycat 17 Amine Catalyst
Distilled Water
Rubinate 1680
Total

Mass (grams)

Percentage by Mass (%)

56.16
1.42
0.33
0.65
85.67
144.23

38.95
0.98
0.22
0.45
59.40
100.00

Rubinate 1680 is a hazardous material. Therefore, all chemicals were used wiAm Ae
confines of a fume hood and were properly disposed. As shown in Fig. 3-6, gloves.
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nWks, and lmb coats arc wm i throog^wt Ac mixing process and dming cleaning.
Cmuticm is taken when handling dbcmicals as well as when darning dianical qnlls.

Rgum3-6 Mixing AePbamFwmulaUxiderAePümc Hood

3.4.2

Automated Fcmnulation

The medianical prppatks of polyurethane foam are primarily functkms o f the
density of (he foam [74]. The cl^niary of the foam also has a smalla^ secondary d id x
on the mechanical (xoperti^ [75]. The density of polyuidhane hoam is a fimctkm

Ae

factors listed m Table 3-2. The factors m Tabk 3-2 are ordered by llm degree of Aeir
inq)ad on foam density. The factors at the ttq; of the table have the greatest impact on
density, vAile the Acttxs at the btmrnn of tW table have the l ^ t impacL
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Table 3-2 Density Factors
Foam Formula
Pressure (foam packing factor)
Edge Effects (skin)
Rise Temperature (which also affects chemistry)
Cure Temperature
Rise Time
Vertical Position (wiAin a mold)
Radial Position (within a mold)
Humidity

Because Ae study team was attempting to measure and characterize Ae impact on
density, and Ae resultant mechanical properties of factors such as Ae rise temperature
and radial position, it became essential Aat all of Ae factors above Aem, which have a
greater impact on density, be tightly controlled during Ae team’s experiments. Rise time
affects Ae density when Ae foam is mixed and begms to rise before bemg poured mto a
mold. Because manual formulation of Ae foam can be inconsistent, Ae team found it
necessary to develop an automated formulation capability. The team acquired a Decker
Reaction Injection Machine (RIM), shown in Fig. 3-7, and developed new procedures for
formulatmg and producmg ReCrete polyureAane foam. The Decker RIM is designed
for 2-component formulas, so Ae team developed and tested an “A” component, known
as Ae “POLY” component, from an appropriate mixture of Voranol, surfactant, catalyst,
and water.
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Because Ae POLY storage tank holds sufRcieat POLY compcmeot for Ae equivalak
of Aùty manually mixed batchea, Ae team was able to mix a large volume of the first
fcwr compmmtts m a more precise ratio. The huge vtAone of POLY componeot also
ensured consistait formula between batches. Because

its instability, Rubinate was

used by itself as the “B" crnnponent, tu “ISO" cmnptmenL UK Dedca RIM has an inert
gas systan that stor% the POLY and ISO components m a stable, reduced oxygen
aivirmiment for extaided time periods. The mix head of the Decker RIM has a precise
maering system that allowed the study team A make pecise mixtures

the POLY and

ISO cmnponents for a great tkgree of ccmtrcd o v a t k ReCrete fbnnula. UK high qieed
mix h a d meters the appropiak amount of polyureAane feu a qiecific moW, so that emly
the conect ammmt of fbnnula is mixed as it is iiyected inA the mWd. This allowed the
study team A closely control tiK rise thxK and tempaature of a c h molded specinKn.
The greats storage opacity and b i ^ mix qKed of Ae Decker RIM allowed the study
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Ixsmi ùo pgmdkhce l8i%par numtNsna of fcwum spwecimems iai bass tuaie, adding; (%) dbe iwaHBntifH:
rigor of iheir experiments. 11* faster iryection process also simplifies Ae procedures for
foam paclmqg to achieve greamr foam densities, if needed.
riie sttwly tewim (Mwi dKsaonHsr thud tl*e aliort sfwalf IbR; of l&wbiiutm 1680 (3 iitorrdas)
atlver*(d)r wniprwzüBd ftwirn irwuoid&wcturing; caqpatdlity. Itutrkaate «quicadhf cr)%)ükUizK%s arwd
8(di(lU%e*TvlKn eacpcwwadto air. If die Rwdbhiate vrasiiot used Mrhlun 1-6 vweedks, dits effect
tmutindy blcNckexI tin: linea, valiNss, ai&d ngectors of lite tssaction iqjectioii iiu&chuBi%
residtinjg in a sigridlcfuit amcMmt (>f effort reqpiàned lorrwwùatain tbeimactHBe in ivtMdkiog
(Mnder. Ilecwwuse (xf lire lewd cdFiruiiatemtoaB owsrbea&d inwolvei, if* stmfy team docs incf
in&corrwt&entltl* use (NflRidbina&e fcr(x%rornean5udf<%;oi prcKfu<üicMi!ipfdi(%ni(Mms. TThwBtxNwm
encountered no problems with any of the diemicals in the POLY A cmnponenL
3.4,3

M olded Foam M anufacture

Once Ae ReCrete was formulated, eidier manually or automatically, the chemical mix
vvas pMomtwI into t&w>i*p|M>opKi«üerrwDldb. Il&e stucly team (levtskxped marty (Uffemmt nidkls
for di^ermt tests and experiments. Figures 3-8 and 3-9 show some of the molds used for
rnjwnud&w:turing;i<)ain stmqples.

IFigtmsjl-S IBkxx Adkihls
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"T&Msimo&dbshwown areadl ogNSO(wi d* top sodwijGoam cam iBneely rise. !Std3S(3eamti%xaro
inix VM&s poured iaik> eaKdh mcdd to ponadkKa: a smukH mushroom cap cai the top cdFisach
{gdUawler. IVGold reie@wxi<]?11hîdk\Af IkwdkKAries Io*%#NP/iO@M)l) vvas agxpthsd to the imdkkcof
each macdrltosddfcMKoainanmoHndrxacc it iRastawredL (>4nBtgs mwi rtdQmiüqpc were used to
prevent leakage between the cylinders and caps for molds processed in a water bath.

Figure ;3-9 CyiiiKW Molds

A packing factor was used to increase the density of the foam beyond Ac expected
density prescribed by the mix ratio of all Ae ingpoBdients. During free rise, the foam is
only constricted on its sides and bottom while a Ifoam spKxnumMzn v/idi a packing factor is
restricted to a futhxBwolumoKL This project studied foams with ptwckingghüctors beixvæa I
aiKl

vvidi 1 (aqwudity; to free risei lowanaasing; like dkaisity byr imore lium a Ibwctor of 2

s&MOuldcndbrlxe donelby clwsngpryglWreioibttswôocdfthKiftMinttbttuid oK*the;w*ckiryri3kctor.
One type of mrdd, the small aluminum cylinder, is threaded for a screw-on cap on the top
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to form a fully-enclosed mold for Ae manufacture of packed foam. The maximum
packing factor permitted is 2, so Ae study team could manufacAre ReCrete foam up to a
maximum density of 0.2g/cc. The remaining mold types were all open-topped, for Ae
manufacture of free rise foam only.
Once Ae formula was poured into Ae mold(s), Ae foam was allowed to rise for 30
mmutes vmder controlled temperature conditions. Temperature effects were exammed by
regulating Ae temperature of Ae molds at various temperatures during Ae first 30
minutes of Ae foaming process. A water baA or a convection oven was used to regulate
mold temperaAre in most cases. Temperatures of foam batches made in Ae water baA
were 25°C, 40°C, and 90°C. Buckets filled wiA ice were used to bring Ae temperature of
Ae molds down to 0°C. Manually formulated batches and reference batches m large 1liter and 4-liter molds were also made in room temperature air at approximately 25°C.
When Ae study team manufactured foam usmg Ae RIM, Aey regulated mold
temperatme wiA a convection oven. The alummum molds were pre heated overnight to
Ae desired rise temperature to ensure Aey were heat-soaked. Rise temperatmes for foam
made in Ae oven were 25°C, 45°C, 65°C, and 85°C. Figure 3-10 depicts each of Ae four
temperature control mechanisms. The ice baA m Fig. 3-10(a) is used to control Ae
temperaAre at 0°C.

The water baA m Fig. 3-10(b) and Ae convection oven m

Fig. 3-10(d) are used to control Ae temperature between 25“C and 90“C. The molds in
Fig. 3-10(c) are at room temperature. After Ae 30 minute rise period, Ae foam was Aen
placed in an oven at 66°C (150°F) for 4 hours. Once Ae foam fmished curing, it was
cooled and Aen extracted from Ae mold(s).
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FSgpire 3-l() ISoaia ISibfica&iooin (a) Aji Ikoe Bk*8L(tO/l/W:ü«T Bath, (<# AmkMwaot
<Z(Hiditk*QS,auid (d) jAiCjCKtvecaioaClviBi

3.4.4

Aluminum Molds

fljpine 3-9 (kepicts incpfes<%KüUiiM;!uuiiples ()f j&xam mamifactuiGdlxy the «amly teainu
riNB rcfcnmcc saamqplea, inawlc iwi the 1-liùar aiwd 41-Uter iitoldb, iRnane tyTpically used ftwr
hwaselh* (him. TTbis tslbecwmse thweiddn fcKmwad at d * (x%ge otfthwsswimpdk^ wtware the fcwam
meets the mold surface, did not have a significaiiA effect on the sanqxle's |[«rq)aties cloa#
to tbe(3ore ()f d * samiple. VllI lof the (xdier onoilkLs aare sigpuURcsmtly smtdler^ scxtlke fcwmi
sauiyple's sldm anas a sigpiUikamt eleioawtof die stutqple. TThettsvtxiBmaller samqphas shown
in FSj& 3L11 tuBc from thesmuiWksstimoldb tu*d try die stuciylkaam. rile moldsiwne l(X)-min
tx) 150-nim (4" to 6") hag^h, jtn(l:%B.6<>-n]ni (1.1:>") ha diaawBkar. TThis (hwumeter pKxluoes
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an jonsa (>f

(1 square ioadh) and a ycdiune ()f (wl^SOO-mm^ (X) 9N&/75W)-nmcof

(4-6oibâc incdbes). IThe sAdy team developed lelewa: lof these smajl almninum molds for
producing large quantities of small 16.39-cm^ (1 oibic imdi) foam samples.

jPSgpme 3-11 lîKtractetllrcNHiilProrn !Wk)Ms (Ljeftto Rtght): 1-l.IWloldL l-I^lktodWL
and Small Alummum Molds

Rgure 3-12 shows tl* relative size of the small, medium, and large aluminum molds,
in (xmqxarison to a 4-liter mcdd. The medium molds are 150-mm (6 ^ tall, and 40.53-mm
(1.6(r) in diameter. This diamaeter produce an area of 1290-mm^ (2 square indbes) and a
volume of 193,500-mm^ (12 cubic incbw). The study team devel(ved six of these
medium alummum molds for producing medium 32.78-cm^ (2 cubic inch) foam samples.
The large molds are 150-mm (63 tall, arai 49.64-mm (1.95") m diaouAer. This diamder
poduœ s an area of 1935-mm^ (3 square indms) and a volume of 290,250-mm^ (18 cubic
indies). The study team devek^wd six of these medium aluminum molds for poducing
medium 49.17-cm^ (3 cubic inch) foam samples.
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I

HguK 3-12 Molds Used (Ptom LeA to

4-L, Large, Medium, and Small

The aluminum molds are xksigned to produce cylindrical foam samples wiA
crws-sectkmal areas

645-mm^, I2904nm^, and 1935-mm\ lespecüvdy. Cyliadrical

(bam samples are used fm ccwnpressioD teding. Figure 3-13 dqxicts small, medium, and
large (bam qxecimens manufactured by Ae study team using the molds shown. The tops
are removed and disarded Airing die process of preparing (bam sanqxles (A the various
types of tcsth%. Usmg cylinders sudh as ones shown m Rg. 3-13, the dW y team could
prqiare (bur to six samples (or Ading.

m

Ê

K

m

m

Rgure 3-13 Extracted Foam Frmn Molds (Left to Right): SmalL Medium,
ami Large Aluminum Mtdds
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Once Ae sAdy team began to experiment wiA Ae flexural properties of ReCrete
foam under bending loads, it was necessary to develop a new set of molds to produce
new shapes, specifically beams. The alummum box molds are designed to produce foam
beam samples wiA cross-sectional areas of 323-mm^, 645-mm^, 968-mm^, and
1290-mm^, respectively.

The sAdy team developed four molds of each size for

producmg moderate quantities of foam samples. Previously, Fig. 3-8 showed Ae relative
size of Ae alummum box molds. Table 3-3 lists Ae dimensions of Ae alummum box
molds.

Table 3-3 Alummum Box Mold Dimensions (Inner)
Dimension

Mold 1

Mold 2

Mold 3

Mold 4

Width

177.8-mm
(7 inches)

177.8-mm
(7 inches)

177.8-mm
(7 inches)

177.8-mm
(7 inches)

Depth

12.7-mm
(0.5 inches)

25.4-mm
(1.0 inch)

38.1-mm
(1.5 inches)

50.8-mm
(2.0 inches)

Height

177.8-mm
(7 inches)

177.8-mm
(7 inches)

177.8-mm
(7 inches)

177.8-mm
(7 inches)

Area
(cross-section)

2258-mm^
(3.5 sq. in.)

4516-mm^
(7.0 sq. in.)

6774-mm^
(10.5 sq. in.)

9032-mm^
(14.0 sq. in.)

Volume

401.5-cm^
(24.5 cu. in.)

803.0-cm^
(49.0 cu. in.)

1204.5-cm^
(73.5 cu. in.)

1606.0-cm^
(98.0 cu. in.)

Figure 3-14 depicts Ae four sizes of foam specimens manufactured by Ae sAdy team
usmg Ae molds shown in Fig. 3-8 above. The tops were removed and discarded during
Ae process of preparing foam samples for Ae various types of testmg. Using box molds
such as Aose shown in Fig. 3-8, Ae sAdy team could prepare four to six foam beam
samples for testing.
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Rgure3-14 E%traAedFoamAomAlœmimmBaxMohk:(LeAARi(^bt)
12.7-mm, 25.4-mm, 38.1-mm, and 50.8-mm

3 J Measmrnnents and Tests
After the stndy team mamdactured foam qxclmeas, they <mt eadt qiecimen into
samples and pmpared the samples fw testmg. Preparation process^ wme dqiendeat on
the type of testing to be done and are described below.

Prior to any chemkal or

destructive mechanical twting, the study team measured the density of every sanqik.
3J5.1 Preparation dFPbamSanqtles-Cylinder
After Ae Aam was extracted from the cylindrical molA, it was cut mA four A five
levels using a hand saw, as shown A Rg. 3-15. The cylindrical sam ple were then
sanded on their tops and bottmns A achieve a 25 .4-mm (13 height. This pmcess assured
sanqkle cxmsistency.

To ensure accurate dmisity calculatkma, extra foam dust was

removed 6om ewA specimen.
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Rgme3-15 C%mh%PoemCylinderSampkaonaBamkw

As shown m Rg. 3-16, four A five 25.4-mm (1 3 W1 samples w «e made 6om each
cylindrkal mold, for

A fmty samples Aom a lypical WcA of foam, whidt filled e i ^

molds. Dt^NXKling on d* objectives (ddns study, A esarn i^ w oe used for eilhm static
wdynamkcouqnesskmmedianical testify.

Rgure3-16 bkdianical Test S a n q ^ W oe 25.4-mm (1 3 Tall

3J12 PreparatimiofFoamSanqdes-Beam
After Ae foam was extracted from Ae box molA, it was cut mto five A six levels
usimg a band saw, similar A the cylindrical samples. The team med a cutting jig (m the
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band saw A achieve a comistent 25 .4-mm (13 beam width. This process assured sample
caasistmcy withmit the need for sanding the samqiks. To emme accurMe daisiQf
alculatixms, extra foam Aist was ranoved Amn each sampk aft« it was cut Amn the
molded specimai
3.5.3

PtqiaratioD of Foam Samples-Mmphdogy

The study team prepared a limited number of moqdtology samples fm Scanning
Bectnm Mimoscopy (SEM).

The study team followed Ac SËM foam sampk

pxqmratiom {«ocedures described by Nelson m 2(X)4 (76]. Rgure 3-17 shows a Auun
sam;de xm Ae right jpqpared wlA gold qMUAring for SEM, and a foam qiecimmt xm Ae
Idt embedxkd m qpoxy. The sanq)k was cut Aom a vertical slke of the qiexnmm. The
i^ x y base was used A firmly hoW the qiexûmen while Ae sanq;kle was cut Aom i l

Figure 3-17 Foam Sampk for Scanning Ekctrxm Microsxxyy

3.5.4

Mechanical Teaing

The study team used fbxnr types of n*chanical tests fw R eC r^ foam. The team
xxmducted xpasi-statk conqwMsion tests, xpiasi-static fkxme tests, dynamk cxmqnessixm
tests, and dynamic flexure tests.
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3.S.5

M eAanW Testmg-QuMi-StadcCcmgHtssMm Tests

Qoasi-statk compession tests were performed accmding A Amertcm Society for
Teatmg and Mataials (ASTM) Standard D-1621 [77] on Ae rig^ cAodar cylinders
described above. An equal number of sm:q)les from e«A vertical position m the tqdintkr
qxcimms wme compresskm tested A mmbnize s a n ^ variance. All (xwnpresskm tests
were ctmducled wiA axial cmnpnasitm tests m the rise direcAm of the foam.
Modulus, peak yield strength, and collapse strogA were determined Aom
(pmsi-static compression tests using a Umted Teaming Model SSTM-1 frame wiA a
4.4-kN load cell. Strain was measured wMi a United T ^ing Modd EXT-62-L0E laser
extensomdm, as Aown m Rg.3-18. Reflective markers were placed mr the sanqde wiA
an initial gage ImigA dF approxiinaAly 19-mm. The two reSective markars were placed
approximately 3-mm Aom Ae ttq* and bottmn edgta of the

I^dum27 software

was used A run d* experiments and cdlect the raw data. Sampks were compressed urdil
a strain of gratar than 10% was reached. At 10%-20%, the strain, moduhe, yield stress,
and coU a^ stress cmdd be accuratdynmasuredwiAontenœuntKiDgdmKÎficatkm.

il
|U
Figure 3-18 Umted Teah%Mr*hine wiA a Laser Extemsmneter
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The UTM SSTM-1

frame periodically measures instantaneous force and

instantaneous relative displacement over time when compression tests are run. The
Datum 27 software application logs and displays Ae force and displacement
measurements. The frame operator entered Ae sample height and diameter data into Ae
software application, as depicted in Fig. 3-19.

Figure 3-19 Compression Sample Dimensions

At Ae conclusion of each test, Ae operator exported Ae data from Ae Datum 27 file
to an Excel file and converted Ae force and displacement data into stress and strain data.
The operator Aen plotted Ae stress-strain curve. The modulus was calculated from Ae
slope of Ae elastic range of Ae stress-strain curve. The yield stress was calculated from
Ae peak of Ae stress-strain curve. The collapse stress was calculated from Ae mean
value of Ae steady-state range of Ae stress-strain curve.

Stress and strain were

calculated using Ae following equations:
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2
A

(1)

2
H

(2)

Where:
G

shess

e

atram

P

load

A

m

area

6

=

diqdacemœt

H

=

height

Rq%««tadve cakulaüona are depicted on the stress-strain curve Aown in Fig. 3-20.

Y m j) STRESS
200

# 100

COLLAPSE STRESS

MODULUS

R pue3-20 RqmwentadveStress-Strain Curve &om a Cœnpresakm Test

It has been shown that (bam nxxhdus ard strength have a ^«edictabk dependency rm
(kmsity [78,79]. The study team obsaved fairly large deusi^ variatirms in the mdded
sanqdes. Therefore, Ae expaimattally determined modulus ami strmgih (w a given
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sample were normalized to the target foam density of 0.1 g/cc. The normalized modulus
and strength were computed using Ae followmg equations:
(3)
(4)
Where:
Eronn = noimalizcd modulus
G^nn = normalized strengA
Egq,

= measured modulus
=

p

=
3.5.6

measured strengA
measured sample density
Mechanical Testmg - Quasi-Static Hexure Tests

Flexure tests were performed according to ASTM Standard D-790 [80] on Ae beam
samples described above. The foam beams had Aicknesses of 12.7-mm, 25.4-mm, 38.1mm, or 50.8-mm (0.5 in., 1.0 in., 1.5 m., or 2.0 m.), a suspended span of 152.4-mm (6 m.)
and a widA of 25.4-mm (1 in.). A 12.7-mm Aick foam beam is shown in Fig. 3-21. The
test specimens were prepared accordmg to ASTM Standard C-393 [81].

For this

experiment, Ae beams were positioned wiA Ae skinned sides on Ae top and bottom,
making Ae beams similar to sandwich structures. An equal number of samples from
each vertical position in Ae box specimen were flexure tested to minimize sample
variance. No flexure tests of beams m oAer orientations were conducted to explore Ae
effect of anisotropy.
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mm

Figiw3-21 Foam Beam Sampk

Modulus and fracture str«%A were determined 6om gumi-staüc flexure tests using a
United Tesdng Modd SSTM-1 frame with a 4.4-kN load cdL Deflection was measured
wiA a United Testing Linear Displacement Variable Transducer (LDVT) cxtensmneter,
as shown m Rg. 3-22.

Rgure3-22 Umted Testing Machine wiA an LDVT Extensometer
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Datum27 software was used to run Ae experiments and collect Ae raw data. Samples
were flexed m a 3-pomt bend jig until failure. At failure, modulus and fracture strengA
could be accurately measured.

The UTM SSTM-1 frame periodically measures

mstantaneous force and instantaneous relative displacement over time when flexure tests
are run. The Datum 27 software application logs and displays Ae force and displacement
measurements. The frame operator entered Ae sample span, widA, and thickness data
mto Ae software application, as depicted m Fig. 3-23.

£
Figure 3-23 Flexure Sample Dimensions

The study team configured Ae Datum 27 software to record Ae failure load and
automatically convert load and deflection data into stress and strain data. The team also
set up Ae software to determine Ae flexural modulus from Ae stress-strain curve by
Imear regression.
The modulus was calculated from Ae slope of Ae elastic range of Ae stress-strain
curve. The fracture strengA was calculated from Ae peak of Ae stress-strain curve at
failure. Flexure calculations were made wiA Ae following equations:
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Elastic Modulus

a

E

(5 )

e

Where:
elastic modulus
o
8

stress
strain

Bending Deflection
P I?
48 E I

8

(6)

Where:
5

deflection

P

load

L

span

E

elastic modulus

I

moment of inertia

Flexural Stress
o

3 'P 'L

=

(7)

2 •B •
Where:
a
P

flexural stress
load

L

span

B

Aickness

H

height

Flexural Strain
(8)

Where:
6
H

flexural strain
height

5

deflection

L

span
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RepmwmWve calculatkms are dqâacd « i Ae stress-strain curve shown in
Rg. 3-24.

Similar to Ae compression data values, the expmmeAally detamined

modulus and hactiae strength for a given sample were nonnalized to the target foam
dMKhy of 0.1 g/oc.

The ixxmalized flexural modulus rmd fracture strength were

ccm^puted using Ae same normalizing equatkma dtown m the previous sectûm.

00
60
F ra c tu re
S tre n g th
M odulus

o

0.1

0.16

mrelrnm
Figure 3-24 RqxesetAadveStress-Strain Curve from a Flexure Test

3.5.7

MedtaoicalTesting-DynamicCom;*MskmTests

Dynamic compassion ksts were performed «wording to ASTM Standard D-5024
[82] on the ri^ t circular cylinders described above. The foam cylinder samples were
prepared according to ASTM Standard D-1621 [83]. An equal number of samples 6mn
eadt vatical positkm m Ae cj^ind» qaecimms were conqxessmm tested to mmimize
sanqde variance.
Modulus, peak yield strength, collapse strengA, «Asoqpticm axergy, and Aensificdion
were dmarmined from dynamic compression tests using an Instron Dynatup 8250 ingmd
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tower with a 25-kN load cell.

Strain was measured wiA a Mioostrain Model

S-DVRT-38 DiBemidal VarûAle Rductance Transduoa^ (DVRT), as slwwn A Flg.3-25.
Dyi^X) soAwtue was u%d to run Ae eiqpMimemb md ccdlect the raw data. Saoqiles
were com prised until a stram of greater thm TfWk was rw A ed. At 70%+, the strain,
modulus, yield strew, collapse stress, Asmptitm œergy, arki Amsifrcatitm could be
fKcurately measured.

Figure 3-25 Instron Dynatup wiA a DVRTExteasometor

The Instrmi Dynatup 8250 rapiAy measures instantaneow force ai&d instantaneoxm
relative displacement 2048 times over a 100-microsecond period vAen impact tesA are
triggKed. The Dyn930 software q^lication lo ^ and d is ^ y s Ae force and displacemeat
mewuremmts, as Aown m Fig. 3-26.
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Lo#d&OWpl#e#m*#w.TlmB

VieldPoint
EluUcYMdRegion

Figure 3-26 Dynamic CrmqmaskmLomd-Di^Xacemeat Curve

The test opeoaw entered the sample heig)A and diameter data itdo the software
appUcatkm, as depicAxi in Fig. 3-27.

Figure 3-27 Compression Sample Dimensions

At the exclusion

each kst, the qpaator expcated the data from the Dyn9% file to

an Excd (Ik ami crmvrnted die fmce and diqtlacmnmn data into stress, strain, «iMgy,
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velocity, acceleration, and densification data. The operator then plotted the stress-strain,
energy, velocity, acceleration, and densifîcation curves. The modulus was calculated
from the slope of the elastic range of the stress-strain curve. The yield stress was
calculated from the peak of the stress-strain curve, using the same equations shown for
static compression. The collapse stress was calculated from the mean value of the
steady-state range of the stress-strain curve up to the point of densiAcation.

The

absorption energy was calculated from the area under the stress-strain curve.

The

velocity, acceleration, and densification were derived from data using these equations:
Velocitv
V

(9)

dt

Where:
v

velocity

5
t

displacement
time

Acceleration
a

dv
dt

=

(10)

Where:
a

acceleration

5
t

displacement
time

Acceleration
F_
m

a

( 11)

Where:
a

acceleration

F

force

m

mass
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AbaomtÈonEmarev
W

=

(12)

^ o (e )d e

Wbeic:
W

m

absoîptkmaiefgy

G

=

StPMS

e

=

strain

RqwesmËative caicuWiom are depkted on the stress-strain curve shown in
Fig. 3-28.

Similar to the gmsi-stafic cmn*Kesaion data values* the es^enrnemally

determined modulus, yield stnM%(b, and collapse strength (or a givm sample were
normalized to Ihe targxA (bam density of 0.1 g/cc. TTxe mmnalized oom^wessive modulus,
yield strength, and collapse strength wwe computed using the same equations shown in
the quasi-stxdk conq)rcssion section.

@tr*## va. Strain
6000

Densification Region

5000

Collapse

4000

&
#

Peak Yield Point

3000

aonn
Elastic Yield Region

Densification
Rebound

0.1

0.5

0.6

Strain (mm/mm)
Rgure3-28 Rqaesa^ativeStress-Strain Curve from a Dynamk Cmnpresskm Test
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3.5.8

MechankW Testing-D ynænic Mesure Tests

Dynamic ûexme tests w oe pedwmed accW mg to A^TM Stambrd F-736 [84] cm
the fbam rectangular beams described above. The foam beam samples were p r^ared
acoordh% to ASTM Standard D-790 [85]. An equal m nnbe of samples from each
vedi%l position in the box qecim em were flexwie tested to minimize sa n q ^ variance.
Modulus, ùactme tUrenglh, and absorption energy were dtAmrnioed (mm ^rmunic
flexure tests using an Instron Dynatup 8250 impact tower with a 25-kN load cell. Strain
w « meamued with a Mkrostmin Model S-DVRT-38 DVRT, « shown in Rg.3-29.
Dyn930 software was used to run the expaiments and collect die raw data. Samples
were flexed to bending Ailure. At failure, the strain, modulus, fracture stress, and
aWmptkm energy could be accurately measured.

F igm eS -^ Instron Dynatrqrwidi a Mexure Jig
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The Instron Dynahq* 8250 n^idly measures m aantawow force and inaantaneom
reW ve diq^ceroent 2048 dmes ov* a lOOnnioosecoad penod when

tests are

triggered. The D yi^30soflhM ae^li(atk«i logs and displays (be (wee and diqrIacemeA
measurements, as shown in Fig. 3-30.

Lead ADIaplmoemanlv#. Tim#

20
ie
16 ?
14 #

250

150 I

g

1

100
Yield

I

12

10

8
8

II

-50 ■
100

To
i» (msec)
Fig%He3-30 Dynannc Flexure Load-Displaocxmmt Curve

The test (^lerator entered the sampk length, widdi, and thickness data Wo Ae
software application, as depictwi in Fig. 3-23. At the concluskm of each test, Ae operator
exporkd the data from the Dyn930 file A an Excel file and conveted Ae force and
displacement data into stress, strain, energy, velocity, arwl acceleration data. The opwator
plWed the Aress-strain, en«gy, velocity, and accel««aion curves. TW modulus was
cakulakd from the s k ^

the elastic range of the strea-strain curve. The fracture

stress was calcul^ed from the peak of the stress-strain curve. The *6soqAkm a i« g y was
odculated frmn tW area under tW stress-strain anve. The vekxnty and acceleration
curves w ae derived from time and dispW^enwrt data. All calculations were drme wiA
apprr^xiate eq^aations shown {xevWisly. Representative calculaticms are denoted on dA
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sücM-g*mm curve shown in Rg. 3-31. Similar to Ae dynamic flexure data values, the
experimwally determined modulus and &a*mne iUrength A r a given sampk were
normalized to the target foam r^isity of 0.1 g/cc. The normalized flexural modulus ami
fracture ^ra% th were computed using the same equatimxs shown in the rpiasi-static
conqxesskm section.

V*.

3000
Fracture Point

2500
2000

1Ï
a

Elastic Yield Region

1500
1000

500

-1000

-1500

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.06

0.1

0.12

#mki (mm/mm)
Rguie 3-31 Representative Stress-Strain Curve ùmn a Dynamic Flexure Test

3 j .9 hkchanicalTm tiog-Test Cell Matrix
Table 3-4 depicts the test cell matrix (or this shWy. The test ctmditkms are the
two primary variaWes

the sales of experiments: mWd size and processing tem per^ue.

There were Rmr different box mold sizes fw fkxure expwimeuts ami three difflaem
cylinder mold sizes fœ conqnession experiments, for a total of seven different molds.
There were four diffierent processing temperatures. ExpeririKnts wiA foam samples
manufiactured m all combinations of mold size and processing temperatures w w
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:%qpes&e%lik%r(Iy*w*n)ic ihssdaqg. rtwciiwiidbcr Hstedline&chtes* DellikiÜK: loaatrbi rcpitscnk
(heiHMnbercfswmq^kaiaanufwaomaiinKkylhoeecxKKÜdonsiUKlüMüai T te four shaded
<puKkan&repM«eatlhe gKxqxmg o flk stc e lb Ax fhefowr jpnnuKy expenmods. inhe
iqqxribft ËhaialqpMdk&üpqpMsenüübsaüKkcomqpMS&kmexpcniBamL There iwemea
toüü of 632 saoqdes tested m (hi: (KqxainwaA.

The upper n@h* iduukd quadnuü

rcprceaits ± e »ü*tk;lQkBK*u%S4;xpN:riaierKL rtware vpeM5 8(%Müü(;f:382 samfiks: tested in dwwt
eaqperiiBwaiL

ITae iotvcf left idiadcd qpiadLnumt jnepnaweots lOhe dünowunM: (aomogaressicMi

crtpeiimaiL There were a !k)h:l<)fjll()iM*nipdk%;(eaüxMl ha lÜiûiisKixanûaacnt. TThNBlkywMBrinygbt
sftadkxi (piadknm* repMPesemü: lübe dhyiwumic flexure otpanuiMsnL IThere (wane a toad ()f 21T2
swtaipleslxNaed in this expmnwiwani. Ibi alL (i&e stu(ly team mmwfacumad aaad testetl 1#96
foam sam pio unde 56 different sets of coadkiom.
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IdkBctumicad Tùesünyg -lEbipeanbiMaotal /Icxniragry
The stWMly üeain used th*: saumHe eaLpaTingmtal i:uwbninica:t*dk*a for compressive and
flexural tesdng. There aW y team found sigEdfkam differences in the scak

data

collected from thcsae experiments. For example, the mean stalk compressive modulus,
I3c<r7.2%5

while the mean dynamk flexural modulus, E=0.065 MPa. There ik; a

difkrence greater than three orders of magnitude between them. Similarly, the mean
dynamk compressive absœptxm energy = 60.22 J, while the dynamic flexural absorption
energy = ().Q5 Jh There is a difkrence greater than three cedes of magnitude between
them, as well. Experimental accuracy was limited by the j&afbDvrinjgfàwctOKS: the sampling
rate of the instrumentation swoftwnare artd th*; sygmd ccxnditkxner; the minimum resolutioD
of dbe imptNalmul cefl; Awe maximum travel of d&e

atxl sigmd (MwcUlafioiutj&om

the impact load cell.
Figure 3-:%2 compares the mean modulus and modulus variaiKe fof tbeentpiricad (lata
collected from each of the four experiments in this study.

IMIoduluwi (loiw iiw arlson
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80
a 60
w 40
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Ï
SStatk:
Ck)nnpnM*ak3n

S»ta*k;IFla*unB

[hframk:
(DcNiqpreawdhan

Dynamk
Flexure

Modulu# Type
Figure :)-3& Comparison of Experimental Modulus Data
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It «(dear from the figure that iÜ*einmBasuiiddk5<lyBwuincfleKtinü mcwiuius iaifcry small
compared to Ae xngwuxuraldke ^pwasi-statk: ccMigpresgiiR; noKwlwltBL The «fyiwtaiH: fleawm&l
aM)dkdk:s vtduea areidxRit l i t of dbe inuutimum IcwNi cell ratiqg<)f die Icwwi c*dl mwsd to
measure the (k&üL Because odFtbis, liwe isüwd^fteawiiipLaccxliilkyaf (aomdRkksDCetiKalue cai idiw;
data. Also, the fygure slNMvs that the mean d^pnwuoik;<30(n;xn:ssive modulus was less than
the quasi-static compressive modulus. This does not correspond to the findings of lotbar
studies that report that the modulus increases as the strain rate increases. The study team
déterminai that the i&aaiplingnKk:()f the instrumentation was irûMtffktksmt to measure the
dynamic compressive modulus.
Figure 3h/%3 compares various mean strength and strength i/aiiaiwoe foe tlhc empirical
data collected horn the experiments in this study. It is dear frmn the figure thM the
iiBcastBTible static stnsnfdlts lanfl (lymwmic fracture stretigth cxanqpwwM; wmeU in staale.
Because of this, the study team placed ahigh confidence value on this data.

S tre n g th G o m p a d a o n
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]Figtm:3K13 Comparison of Experimental Strength DtUa
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I3^gmc:3-3W comqpanaiïke mema stnaoygdb and stneiqgtb vsonumce Aar dae enqpirical dkuüi
(X)lla#e(liBR)m the two (dbn&a%mHC<KKpN5nuiw:ats to (bis studhy. It iwclksarjBnaam the Agure (bat
the measurable dynamic fracture strength is voy small wnqtared to the measurable
dynaaûcjdtkisüengdiandccdhyaeaanayph.

l)3MwmnmhB*3tMwngfh(>omn;NWlbMMn

Peak
Mekki

Peek
Peak C dbpeeC dapseC oB apeeD ynam lc
YwddW» Ykdda
1
2
3
Fnwüun»

Strength Type
]Rgpm:3<&l(3mmp@nsaaofl9%x%nBeadDymanücSknaydhI}üa

Tire dbmamic fksKural stnangthm&hres are alxxut 19& (dFtbeiomthimm loadoeU rating
(üfliM:l(N*d cdl lUBedtoiiwsasare thetlaGL Ilecauise of tbi^ ttusiwiKiy teampdaMBed altnv
cx*nf«ie:K>e iwdiie (at tbis tkibL /Ibwa, the frgpire shwavns that thu: nreati d^foaouc yield
sdictqgtb *u&d oaUaymse stretypdi tocretuwai as llwe strain rate iotanaasedL )\isc^ tlx: naeaai
dynamic yield stMmgth and colhqrse strengA values are an order of magnitude greater
Aan the qtsasi-static yield strength and ccdlaÿMWBiüiengtb value* almwmt ibilPlg;. 3-33. ITiis
cx%res%)o@Kls b) idae fwadingptrftrdrer smdies that repeat that the stnengtliiiKansaaes as the
#ndnnaemcn#MB.
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Figure :)-35(xxmp@fe8 Ac mean absorption energy andabeorpüonfaKTgy varûmcefx*
ItNBtaoapigicad data collecW from Ac exqpefrnacaaBtiiitlus atuwiy. Ifiwtcdksmrl&om Ac Ggtme
Aat Ae measurable dymomc fletm e absorption tmergy is very small compared to the
omeasuimWe static and dynamic amapiMsion absorption meigy.

Absorption Energy Comparison
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Rgure3-35 Comparison of Exp^imeatal Absorption Energy Data

The dynamic flexure absorption values are about 1% of Ae maximum load cell rating
of the load cell used to measure the data. Because of Ais, the study team placed a low
conGdence value tm this data.

Also, the Ggme shows that the mean comprwsion

absotpdon energy (per unit volume) remained constant as the strain rate increased.
3.5.11 M etA anicalT^ing-D ensity Tests
The study team measured the mean density of every foam sample and the vertical
density gradient of every foam specimen.
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3J5.12 A&chanW Testing-M amDeiKityM easuremeAs
The study team measured mean density

Amn samples by tmditkmal nmss-volume

methods. To calculate mean (kmsbies, all samples w oe weigb#d tm a fmeciskm balance,
as shown in Fig. 3-36, and the height and d ia m ^ c f the cylinders were measured wiA
digital calipers, « shown in Fig. 3-16. Fw the beams, the length, wxWk and thk&oess
were measured. When meastmanaits were taken, four readings &om each dimemkm
w «e averaged and then recorded.

Rgure 3-36 Weighing Foam Samples

33.13 MkchanicalTestii%-VerticalDensityMeaswemmds
Samples for vertical dmisity analysis of the cylinder qiecimoB w «e identiGed
according to the taxtmomy drown in Fig. 3-37.
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Figure 3-37 F(xunC)4mda^SainpleTax(NKKny

Smq^es A» vertîcai density analysis o f Ae box spedm œs were identified accwding
A the taxonomy shown in Fig. 3-38. Spedm aK frmm circtdar and box mold ^?pes wore
omintoAwtosixlKM daxmtalsedKmsusmgabandsaw. Dtmsity was calculated Aar each
sample as described in Ae section above.

Ii I

ED

Figure 3-38 Foam Beam Sangle Taxtmomy
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CHAPTER 4

ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS
4.1 Foam Density
This section summarizes Ae analysis of Ae density of Ae ReCrete foam specimens
produced by Ae study team for mechanical testing. AlAough Ae foam specimens were
produced in different molds and different quantities for different testing piuposes, Ae
study team produced all foam specimens using Ae same automated formulation process
described in Chapter 2.

This section also includes a comparison of Ae manual

formulation process to Ae automated formulation process wiA regard to Ae density of
Ae specimens produced.

4.2

Density of Compression Samples

Figure 4-1 summarizes Ae average density of compression foam samples.

The

reference density is plotted as a dashed line, wiA a density of 0.10 g/cc. The chart shows
Aat Ae mean densities of most of Ae samples were above Ae reference density,
consistent wiA molded foam specimens. The average density is indicated by Ae top of
each bar. The first and second standard deviations are indicated by Ae rectangular boxes
and vertical lines, respectively, centered on Ae top of each bar. Figtue 4-1 clearly shows
Aat Ae density variations between samples were nominal despite Ae known vertical
density gradients found in Ae cylinder specimens. The variance of Ae first data set
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(29-mm diameler, 25%) is umisuaUy large betauwe of a n u ^ larger wmople counL The
study team produced more specimens under those cmidit&om to stqiport additional
diemistry and uuxfdKdogy experiments. The chart Aows that the density gradually
decreases as the mold size increases and as the processing temperature increases.

Density vs. Cylinder Mold Sl% & Prwessing
Temperature
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Ml

Mold Size &Prooeesing Temperature
Rgure 4-1 Density (^OmqxeasionRmm Samples

The last bar on the dbait (labeled “ALL") iq»«ents the m«m and variance of all of
the sampks, made under all conditioas. The large vmmxce of that data s^ fxovides
furdx* evidMKe that there is a cmrelathm b^weeu chxmging fbrmulatimi conditions arrd
changing mean densities.
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Rgure 4-2 «mnnaiizw Ae average deosMes

static compression foam sanqiles

m «k by Jadkovich aixi Nebtm in %X)2 for eadier eiyiermMits. These ReCrete (bam
qpecimmxs w oe made by hand as desoibed in Chapter Three. The Taxonomy used tm
the X-axis is S, M, and L; far mnall (29-mm dhunekr), n%dium (41-mm d ia m ^ ), and
large (50-xmn diam^er) cylindo: sanqiles, respecdvdy. The density of the reference
batch is pkxmd as a dashed line, with a demity of 0.101 g/cc. The chart shows that Ae
average dknsities of Ae samples under all conditions were above the reference tknsity.

A m m ggO W yw
t a æ i r i T e i i p a i t i i 8 Hid M oldSte
ai6
014
.g.012
'^010-W
^008
§ 0(B
°0M "
002 *

am
2BCS 29CM 2SCL 40CS 40CM 40CL 83CS «CM GBCL EQCS GBCM 8BCL

Rgure 4-2 Density t^Manually-RxmuWedComprmsitm Foam Sanqdes

The avaage density is indicated by the t<^

each bar. The first and second ^andard

deviiukms are indkated by the rectangular boxes and vertical lines, r«pectively, centered
tm the t(^

each bar. Figure 4-3 ckaHy shows that the damty variatitms between
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samples were minimal despite Ae known vertical density gradients found in Ae cylmder
specimens. Also, Ae chart clearly shows Aat Ae density decreases as Ae mold size
increases and as Ae processmg temperature mcreases. Radial density graAents are
Aoroughly analyzed and discussed by Jackovich [86].

4.3

Density of Flexure Samples

The foam specimens molded in boxes for flexure samples were substantially larger m
volume Aan Ae specimens molded in cylinders for compression samples. The largest
cylinder mold is 290 cm^ m volume, while Ae smallest box mold is 402 cm^ m volume.
Figure 4-3 summarizes Ae average densities of flexure foam samples.

The

reference density is plotted as a dashed line, wiA a density of 0.10 g/cc. The chart shows
Aat Ae mean densities of most of Ae samples under all conditions were above Ae
reference density, consistent wiA molded foam specimens.

The average density is

indicated by Ae top of each bar. The Grst and second standard deviations are indicated
by Ae rectangular boxes and vertical Imes, respectively, centered on Ae top of each bar.
Figure 4-3 clearly shows Aat Ae density variations between samples were nominal
despite Ae known vertical density gradients found in Ae molded box specimens. The
chart shows Aat Ae density clearly decreases as Ae mold size increases. The decrease is
most noticeable in Ae two smallest mold sizes. These molds have significantly higher
surface-to-volume ratios. The mcreased surface area can exhibit mechanical Aag on Ae
foam as it rises, slowmg Ae rise process and consequently mcreasing Ae resultmg
density.
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Density vs. Box Mold Size &Processing
Temperature
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Rgure4-3 DemhyofFkwmreFoamSampks

4.4
Over the ctMirse

FogmDeosityRmimgs

Gve experlmaito, the study team found ctmsistmd tteuds in the

mean density o f molded foam sangles. Molded foam qiecimwK have a hi^ba^ mean
densi^ Aan un.mAdedmfetmK*mm]|desfcMr a given Annulation. Mallidk suggests that
the ddn fcamed at the edge of the foam (gainst the mold surface is a possAle explaoatioo
for the increase m dwisity [87]. The mean density of Ac fwm samples decreases as the
mold size increases, as a result At t k drag
mean dm si^

the mold surface on Ae rising foam. The

the foam samples slightly decreases as t k processing temperature

inmeases. The variance of sample aAs for cmnmtm ctmditioas is low, despite veitkal
dmsity gradients, mdkatir% the gradients have limited effect relative A Ae mold size and
proc^tsing tengierature. Cmmparison of daasities brXween foam specimoB mamrally
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fommhW and auKNmmücaüy (bmmüAed indkaAa that both pKxxsscs adneve simiW
coD&i#eocy of aampk density.
The sWdy team developed a statistkal model of Aam demity IW is useful for
pmhctive simulatkms of foam prodkKtion. A histogram cmKtructed 6om all of the
density data cdlected durh% this study is dqiicAd in Rg. 4-4. The histogram includes
1614 data points from all mWded specimens, all seven cylmder and bmt nmld sizes, md
all four processing temperatures. TbehistogramtosistsinvisualizingtbemeaD&msityof
tqiptoxinmtely 0.117 g/cc and the upward dcew of the density data.

Density Distribution
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D e n c lty (g /c c )
Figure 4-4 Density Distributitm of Foam Samples

Using a cmnpster statistical appllatioa, the study team test Gtied a mnnber of
ctmtinutms ipnobability distributKm functions A the histogmn, using maximum likelihood
estimates. Rom the fimctiom GAai, Ae study team discovered that the log-logistic
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dWnbWkm functkm (0, 133, 0.117) produced Ae beA ÊL The log-Ipgbtic aatiAkal
mo(W is ovaW d (m Ae histogram m Rg. 4-5.

D#m$ky Dl$tMbudem

w#
tu*

*.1*

tu*

#U*

L * * 4 .e g W k # , ix * , *.417)

Figure 4-5 Probability Distribution Model of Foam Stmqdta

4 3 Foam Medbaoical Properties
The fAlowing four sectkms <m mechanical properties presenr the results of the core
tasks of Ais study.

The Audy team conducted four significant experiments A

characterize and quantify the mechanical response

ReCrde fwm A quasi-static

compressirm, quasi-static fkxure, dynamic cmnpression, and dynamic Gexme. Within
eadt of the four experiments, the riudy team varied the ReCrete samples by moWing
them m mult^le mold sizes (Aree compression mdds and four Gexuie mAA) and
^Nocessing Aem at fmir difkrent temperatures. The study team produced and t^ e d a
riatistlcally significant set of sanyles under each combinatAn of experirnemal ctmditAns
(mold size and processing teuqieratme).
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4.6

Quasi-StatkCompmesskxi

Quasi-BtatiG compiewkm tcsdng of polyurethaae foams is veiy omnmoo œ d hx» been
weli-documenied m Ae Utenduie for a great number dF mderials. R im A Ais speclGc
Ae sW y Aam bad already conducted ^msKaatic compression testing tm
mmmally-AKmuiated ReCrrie specimens at UNLV and at Sandia Laboratories. The
study team was able A compare the results of quasi-static cmxipression testing for manual
and aulmnated foam Bxmulations. The strain rme used for quari-staticcoaq«wsMm was
O.OOWsectmd.
The fbIlowii% tkee Ggmw dqnct the range

sh^x» and values that Ae study

Aam found m the quasi-riatic compression stress-strain curves during the experiment.
Rgure 4-6 Aows Ae riiess-stram curves far Ae high, median, md k)w density samples.
The Rgure shows that at low (knsity, the strMS-stiain reqxmse xqipears significantly
diOaomt, wiA no clear transititm Amn darik A pdastic collapse.
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Rgure 4-6 StatkCoinpr«wûonStress-Strain Curves for H i^ h W ia n ,
and Low Density Samples
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Rgure 4-7 shows Ae stress-strain curves fm Ae samples wiA Ae h i|^ mediaa, and
low elastic modulus values. The Rgure shows Aat there is minimal (HRenmce between
the upper half of all Ae samples m Ae experiment between the high and median samples.
The Rgure also Aows that samples wiA cooespondingly Aw densities can have
sigmRcandy low * nmdulus values.

Static Compreaalon Streee Shain Curve#

M8H MODULUS
MEDIAN MODULUS
LOWMWULUB

atralnnu
Rgure 4-7 Static CompessitmStress-Stiain Curves A* H i^M eA an,
and Low Mothdus Values

Rgure 4-8 shows the stress-strain curviK (dr d% samples wiA the high, median, and
low peak yield sirengA valuK. The Rgure shows tW Acre is minimal diRGMence
btAween the upper half of all the samples m Ae experimem between the h i^ and nwdian
samples. The Rgure also shows that the peak yieki point becomes mme pronounced m
relation A the collapse platMu as the peak yieW strengA huaeases.
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4.6.1

Oimpreasive Modulus

Figure 4-9 diqdays the mean clasde modulus for each set of (dam samples formulated
under all ctmtbinatiom; dF mAd size and processing tcmpaatuie, as well as the variance
M the data sets. Values inside Ae box are wiAin ± 1 standard deviatkm and values inside
the vertical Unes ate wiAin ± 2 standard deviations. Figure 4-9 indicates that Acre was
significant variance between data sets without a clear cwielatkm A either mold size or
processing tenperatme. Most of the data s ^ fall within 1 standard deviatkm of a
median e la ^ moduliK dF about 74 MPa, as indicated by the horizontal thAed line. The
mean elastic modulus for all samples is 77.3 MPa. The mean daisity of the 41 mm, 25%
sample set is below average, so the compressive modulus is also corresptmdin^y low.
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Rgure 4-9 Compressive Modulus vs. Mold Size and Processmg Tenpemture

4.6.2

NomifdizedCoopressive Modulus

Rgure 4-10 diqdays the mean tmimalized elastic modulus fw each set of foam
sample foimulated under ah cmnbinatitms of mold size and pooMsing temperature, as
well as the variance of the data sets. Valtms inside the box are within ± I standard
deviation ami valu% inside tlm v«tical lines are within ± 2 standard deviations. WiA Ae
excptitm of Ae small molA processed at 85^C, diere is a modaate trcml

Ae

normalized modulus increasing as the mold size increases. Most Of the data s ^ fah
within 1 standard deviation of a median elastic moAdus of about 68,000 kPa, as indicted
by the horizwhal dashed line. The normalized mean dastic modulus for all samples is
63,250 kPa.
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Figure 4-10 Normalized Coopressive Modulus vs. Mold Size and
Processing TempwAne

Rgure 4-11 displays die me«m normalized elastic modulus for each s«* (*f foam
samples manually Amnulated under all ctnnWnations of mold size and ;xocessing
temperature, as well as the variance of the data sets. Values itaide the box are widdn ± 1
stamlard devhukm and valws inside die vadcal lines are widiin ± 2 standard deviatkms.
As widi the foam samples formulated using the automated pnocess, there is a moderate
trmd of the normalized modulus increasing as the nmld size inoeaxKS. All of the mean
moAdus vxdues Adi within a range of 50-90 MPa, similar A diose in Fig. 4-10.
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Rgure 4-11 Normalized Cmxpressive MoAilus vs. Mold Size and Pmcesaing
Température (car Manually-Formulated Foam

4.6.3

Peak Yield Stress

Rgure 4-12 displays Ae mean peak yield strea fw each sA

foam sanpks

fmmulated undo: all combinations of mold size and processmg tanperature, as well as
the variance of d% data sets. Values inside the box are wiAm ± 1 standard deviadm* and
values inside the vertical lines are within ± 2 standard deviations. WiA (he exc^dm i of
the medium molds processed at 25%, Rg. 4-9 shows Acre is a motkraie trend W' the
petA ykld stress decreasmg as Ae mtdd size inoeases. There is significantly less
variance inAcated m Ae mean peak ykld stress Aan Aere is m die mean elastic modulus.
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Figure 4-12 Peak Yield Stress vs. Mc4d Size ami Pmcessiog T«np<M4ure

4.6.4 Nwmalized Peak Ykld Stress
Figure 4-13 displays the uKsu utxmalized peak yield stress fw each set of foam
samples fwmulated under all comWnations of mold size and Recessing temperature, as
weD as tlK variance of Ae data sets. Values inside die box are widiin ± 1 stantbrd
deviatitm and values inside the vertical lines are within ± 2 standard deviations.
Rgure 4-13 shows die nonnalized peak yield rexkks a local maximum at medium mtdd
sizes and middk Roc^sing tempwaturta. There ccmtinues to be signiRcandy less
variance indicated m the mean peak yield stress than there is m die n%an elastic nmdulus.
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Nonnmllzed YWd Strew v*. Mold Size & PmcesWng Température
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Rgure 4-13 Nwmalized Peak Yield Stress vs. Mold Size and Processing Temperature

Figure 4-14 displays the mean normalized peak ykld stras fw each set of
foam samples mamially formulated under all cmnbinatkms of mtdd size and
Rocessing temperatuna, as well as dK variaiKe

the data

Values inside the box

are within ± 1 standard devlatimi and valua inside die vadcal lines are widiin ± 2
standard deviatitNis.

As wiA the foam samples formulated using the automated

process, die nonnalized peak yield reaches a local maximum at middle Rocessing
temperatures. All of Ae mean peak yield stress values fall within a range
MPa, similar to diose m Rg. 4-13.
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Rgure 4-14 Nwmallzed Peak Yidd Stress vs. Mcdd Size aW Processmg
Taiqierature fw MamwUy-Formulated Foam

4.6

J Collapse Stress

Rgure 4-15 displays Ae mean cdlapse stress for each sd of foam sanqdes formulated
unda^ all cooAinadons

mold size wd processmg tmiqimdures, as well xa the variance

the data sets. Values inside the box are wiAin ± 1 riandard devWon and values inside
the vertkal lines am within ± 2 stwdard devidwms. As wiA the peak yidd stress,
Rg. 4-15 Aows there is a motkaie trend of Ae coUsRe stress decreasing as the nmld
size inœ ast». There is signifkamtly kss variance indicated m the mean collapse stress
than Acre is m the mean ehetic modulus.
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Figure 4-15 Colbqiae Strew vs. Mold Size and Prooessiag Tampauture

4.6.6

Nonooallzod Collapse Strew

Rgure 4-16 display the mean nmmalized collapse stress for each set

foam

samples fonnulated under all cmxAmations OFmdd size and processmg tenqierature, as
well as the variance of the data sds. Vabia inside the box are wiAin ± 1 standard
deviatkm and values inside the vertical linw are within ± 2 standard deviatiom. As wiA
the peak yield stress, Rg. 4-16 shows the nonnalized colhq)se stress reaches a local
maximum at medium mold sizes and middle processing temperatures. There contiones to
be signifkaotiy less variance indicated m the mean collapse stress than then) is A the
nmean elastic nmdulus.
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f^pBe<kr7(üg*ym the mean nonnalizcd collapse stress A* each

fbam

samples inamwMy A«BW&U^ im d#aU «mdHoMkH# # im d d «ze and pKKewmqg
tem;x;ratUM%, as wcllaslüie variance ()f1j%iiata sets. Values inside the box are within ± 1
standard deviation and values inside the vertical lines are vfidbia :k 2 standard (icvTWUicMis.
Unlike die recent samples tested, the nwmalized collapse stress does not show a clear
correlation to mold size c* processing temperature. All but one o f the mean collapse
stress values fall wnMdihi 1 standard deviation of 1L05 MPa, and ail of die mean ct^apse
stress values fall widiin :2 standard tieifwidonB of l.CKS MPa, suggesting the quasi-static
collapse stress may be independent of mold size and processing temperature.
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Moo8860ng lenyoM N U M anaM O M bB B
]F%g*me'4-17 NomaUawed (ZoAlagpse Sli«*w(VB.M(dd:Size and Processing
Temperature for IWü:cn%ally-f\]giatdbüx%i IPtiam

4k7 ()uwKHh4&bwük;<]kMaipfe*KHk*oi Fïndnigp
I&etwfeeii tl&B isvo i;u<uH static compression (KKpatxoeawü*, the stiKly team fcaiotl
ccMishrbBntiuxa&ds ha the nteaniiwsckumical rcsfMoruwas of molded foam samples. The mean
iMrnawdizxad modkdtts hacreawwBs a* tiwald size iumcreaawBS. FI*: natBua pwaak ;yh:hi stress iwodl
collapse stress decrease as mold size increases. ITbe normalized pa&k yield stress and
(xiUbqpae sties* reawch locadiiuKinaa at middWeiOKikl shoes ami ipgewaessinjgtiaitpeaahtires. J\a
with the density {snadyiMs, comparison of quasi-static compression respmiscs between
fbam specimens manually formulated and automatically formulated indicates that both
l%%Ke6*3pn&Éma:spedKneaB*MWhshmdkaxpuBW4üadcinechmmkalpmopeM&aL
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4.8 Quasi-Static Flexure
Foam is widely and commonly used for shock absorption, vibration dampening,
impact absorption, and other compression-related applications.

Consequently, foam

compression response is also widely studied. Because foam is well known for its limited
tensile strength, its response to tension and bending is studied less frequently. Prior to
this specific effort, the study team had conducted limited quasi-static uni-axial tensile
testing on manually-formulated ReCrete specimens at Sandia Laboratories. The strain
rate used for quasi-static flexure was 0.0008/second.
4.8.1

Flexural Modulus

The study team found no clear correlation between the mean flexural modulus of
ReCrete foam beams flexed in a 3-point bend and mold size or processing temperature.
See Appendix II for detailed results.
4.8.2

Normalized Flexural Modulus

Once the mean flexural modulus data were normalized to a density value of O.I
g/cm^, there was a clear relationship to mold size.

Figure 4-18 displays the mean

normalized flexural modulus for each set of foam samples formulated under all
combinations of mold size and processing temperatures, as well as the variance of the
data sets. Values inside the box are within ± 1 standard deviation and values inside the
vertical lines are within ± 2 standard deviations. The mean normalized flexural modulus
clearly increases as the mold size increases.
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4.8.3 Asctuie Stress

Figure 4-lM)iirsp4a]HStlw:]miearif:%K7brre stnass ]Pori:ac)i!wa<%Fl%%am sarrqpües iRarmwdküBd
under ail<3oiot*niatM)n*(%friK)ld size arwl processing temperatures, as well as d&e vwnumce
of lie data sets. T/iihres inside tlwslxax tueivithindkl idauadbnslfieviwüdcMajSDKlTKaiuesirwwkie
tiw; vertical lines imne tvidiin db 2 starwiaid (demdaUioms. Tloe roeymn (ractxan: stress cleaudhr
(kxangases as the rncdklsizeirKaiaases.
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Figure 4-19 Fmcture Stress vs. Mold Size and Processing Tempendure

4.8.4

Normalized Racture Stress

Once the mean fracture stress data were trorrrutUaaed to ii dkamsiqr vrdwe odFO.l g&kx;,
there %vas i&o Itxnger a cleaor inelatkmaliqp to rntihi sizeL

ITie sttwiy team found no (clear

ccNmdboÜtm bwstwMBertiüre mean fracture stress of ReCrete foam beams flerued in a 3-point
Iberwi and mold size or processing temperature. ISeevlfqpeodix II for de&dlc*Inesuits.

4 9 (QmB^SmfrcFkxmelmM&yp
Through the quasi-static flexure experiment, the study team found clear relationships
to mold size in the mean mechanical responses of molded foam samples. The mean
mmmalized flexural modulus increase as nmld size incpMsea. The mean fracture stress
decreases as mold size increases.
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4.10

Dynamic Compression

Like quasi-static compression testing, dynamic compression testing of polyurethane
foams is common and has been well-documented in the literature for many polymer
materials.

Foam is widely and commonly used for shock absorption, vibration

dampening, impact absorption, and other dynamic compression-related applications.
Consequently, foam compression response is also widely studied.
Prior to this specific effort, the study team had conducted moderate dynamic impact
testing on manually formulated ReCrete specimens at Sandia Laboratories. A key factor
in this experiment was the corresponding increase in drop height and initial strain rate
with the increase in mold size. The study team used a constant impact mass of 25.14 kg.
For the 29-mm foam samples, the drop height was 100-mm, the impact velocity was 1.4
m/second, the impact energy was 24.66 Joules, and the initial strain rate was 55/second.
The drop height was increased with the mold size in order to maintain constant impact
energy (in Joules/unit volume). For the 41-mm foam samples, the drop height was
200-mm, the impact velocity was 2.0 m/second, the impact energy was 49.32 Joules, and
the initial strain rate was 80/second. For the 50-mm foam samples, the drop height was
300-mm, the impact velocity was 2.4 m/second, the impact energy was 73.99 Joules, and
the initial strain rate was 95/second. Because the samples were compressed completely
to the point of densification, the final strain rate was zero as the impact mass came to rest.
The following three figures depict the range of shapes and values the study team
found in the dynamic compression stress-strain curves during the experiment. Figure
4-20 shows the stress-strain curves for the high, median, and low density samples. The
figure shows that the mechanical properties increase as the density increases. Unlike the
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iAaüc cœnpKsskm expenmoiti Ihe dowitMa «% mme evœly distribmed between Ae higb
W low danû^ samples.
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Figure 4-20 Dymmic Compression Slress-Strain CurvM

Rgure 4-21 shows the stress-strain curves fw Ae san^;^ with Ae higb, median, and
low elastic modulus values. The figme shows A&t th æ is minimal difkreaoe b^weai
the low * half of all Ae samples m the experiment b*w e«i the low end médian samples.
The ûgure also shows that sampl* wlA correqKmdingly higb densities can have
significantly hij^her modulus values.
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Figure 4-22 Aows the stress-strain curves fw the samfdes widi the Wÿt, median, and
low peak yield strength values. Unlike the static ctnnptession experhnem, Ae p«dt
yidds are mmxe evenly distributed between the high and low sanqrles. The Ggure shows
thm t k peak yield point becmnes mme prooounwd in rdsAitm to the cd l^ »e (dateau as
Ae peak yield strengA increases. The Rgure also shows that the Mcillatkws m the
colh^ise (dateau becmne mme (wonounced as the peak yield and collapse strengths
inorease.
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4.10.1

Cmnppessive Modulus

The study team fmmd no clear cmielatMm b ^ w ea the mean cmxqnwsive modulus
ReCrete (bam beams dynamically flexed in a 3-point bend and omld size or prooMsing
tempwdure. See AppadixIH ft* (Mailed results.
4.10.2

Normalized Compressive Mo(hdus

After Ac mean fkxuml modulus data were mxmalized to a (kraity value of 0.1 gA%,
the study team still found no conelation betw ea the n s ^ normaliyed (X)mpreesive
modulus ami the mold size or processing tmnperatme. See /^)peadix HI
results.
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detailed

4.103 Peak Ykld Stress
Figure 4-23 di^lays the mean peak yieW stress for each set of (own samples
(Imnmdated under all condwnadons of mold size and processing temperature, as well as
the variance

&e data sets. Valws inside the box are within ± 1 standard deviatkm and

valuM inside Ae vertkal lines are wiAin ± 2 standard déviations. Rgure 4-23 shows that
peak yield #rc« increase as the strain rate and mold size itKrwse.

YWd SIMM

Mold Sbe&PtooewlngTempemlum

moo
50.00

I
Zamm 41mn 60mm ZAmi 41mm 60mm 26mm 41mm 60mm 28mm 4tnm SOmm
2 6 C 2 6 C 2 5 C 4 S C 4 6 C 4 6 C 6 6 C 6 B C 6 B C 6 6 C 8 6 C 6 G C

AIL

NoMSba&PreceaahgTamparatura
Figure 4 23 Peak Tt leld Stress vs. MWd Size and Processing Tmnperature

4.10.4

Normalized Peak Yield Stmss

After the mean peak yield stress data were nonnalized to a doaity value of 0.1 g/oc,
the stuc^ team fmmd the same correlation betweem Ae mean ntumalized peak yield
stress, Ae strain rate, and Ae mold size. See AMxmdix HI ft* (Mailed results.
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4.103

Stress

Rgure 4-24 dlq^ys the mean collapse strem for each set of foam samples fonxmlated
under all combinations of nxAd size and processing temperature, as well as the vmiance
of the data sets. Values Inside the box are wiAin ± 1 standard deviatioo and values insWe
the vertical lines are within ± 2 standard tkvwdioas. Figure 4-24 dmws Aat ctdlapse
stiessinaemwastheArainrateandmaldsizeimmeMe.

Collapae Strea# v#. Wold Size & ProceeWng TempemWe

asm

aamm 4Wm aomm amm 4Wm 80mm SSmm 41mm eOmm 2@mm 41mm #Cmm AU.
aBcacac4SG4K46C*c*caaca8GS6C«ac
MoWSbs&ProeeaalmgTanipamtura
Figure 4-24 Collapse Stress vs. M t^ Size and Processing Temperature

4.10.6

Normalized Colhpse Stress

After the mean collapse stress data were normalized to a density value of 0.1 g/cc, the
study team found the same conelation between the mean normalized collapse stress, the
stiamrate,andtbemoldsize. SeeAppmtdixIUfmrdetmkdrosults.
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4.10.7

Absorption Energy

Rgme 4-25 dk;^ys the mean abwxpdon energy for each set of fbam samples
fmmnlafed untkr all combmadtms of mold size and ipoceasing temperatures, as well as
the variance

the data sas. Values imkk the box are within ± 1 standard deviatioa and

vah^ insifk Ae vatical lines are within ± 2 mrndard deviatkms. Unlike Ae (Aer
dynamk compressive responses. Fig. 4-25 reflects the ReCrete foam response to <mly the
increasing mold size raAer Aan the increasing strain rate. The leftmost bar, labeled
"TiASELINE^, represents 100% of the impact metgy availdile for absorptkm. The
rightmost tar, labeled ''AUL", regwescnts the mean and variance for the enthe
experiment, including all samples. The ovarall mean akorpdon emagy is abwt 18 J/unit
vtdume, <* about 72% of the inqw* energy available. WiA Ae excefAmn of the samples
ûom the medium nw^ds processed at 23%, Fig. 4-25 shows thm absorption tmtagy
(kcTMses slighdy wiA increasing mold size. Absmptkm enagy was measured to the
dmisiGcatkm point for all sampM. Densificatitm is discussed m the next sectkm.

E n e r g y p e r u n it v o lu m e v s . M o ld S is » & P ro o e e e lm g T e m p e m a tu m
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Rgure4-25 AbsorptkmEowgyvs.MoWSizeandProc(»singT«nperatinc
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ALL

4.10,8 DwMifixMkm
Rguic 4-26 di^lays Ae mean dcmiHcadoo for each set o f foam aan^gdes fommlated
under all combâwtkms of mold size and processing temperature, aa well as the variance
b f Ae data sets. Values insWe the box ate within ± 1 standard deviatioa and values insWe
the vertical lines are wiAm ± 2 standard deviatioas.

Like Ae abs«pti<m «M gy,

Fig. 4-% reflects the ReCrete foam response to increasmg mold size. The leftmost bar,
labeled "BASELINE", represents 100% densification.

The rigbboMt bar, labeled

"ALL", represents (he mean and variance for Ae emhe experimad, includh% all
sarr^les. The overall mean deMiScatimi is tAout 70%

(he (hemedcal limit. WiA (he

exoqptkm of Ae sampM from (he small molds jwocessed at 25%, Rg. 4-26 shows Aat
densificmion decreases slightly wiA incteasing mold size.
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Figure 4-26 DeisiGadkm vs. Mtdd Size and Processing Tmnperature
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4U.

4.11

Dynamic Com;*es8k)n Findings

Through (he dynamic compression experiment, (he study team found clear
r^adom hi^ (o strain rate and mold size in the mean uedtmncal reqxmaea (d' molded
foam samples. The mean peak yield and collapse stresses and the mean normalized peak
yield and collapse stresses increase exponentially (-c

aa strain rate increases. These

relationsbips and a comparison to quasi-static mechanical properties are depicted in Rg.
4-27. Initial data indicates an exponential relatitmship between strain rate and strength.
Further testing at strain rates between 0.1/sectmd and lO/secood arc needed. The mean
absorptkm energy and mean dcnsiHcation decrease as strain rate and mold size increase.

Dynamic Compmeclon v#. 8bWn RaW

y ^ ii28e

1^' = 0.996

y = 1 0412c“ '“ *^

|-# -Y ield
|-#-C o*apee
I------ Expon. (Yield)
I ------ Expwi. (Collapse)

R*’ = 0.9971

i C2cac405oaD7oae9oi oo
Strain Rate (1/##cond)
Rgurc 4-27 Dynamic Compressimi vs. Strain Rate

4.12

Dynamk Flexure

Compression testing of polyurethane foams is common and has been welldocumented in the literature for many polymer materials. Foam is widely and commonly
used for shock absmpdon, vibration dampening, impact absorption, and other dynamic
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compression-related applications.

Consequently, foam compression response is also

widely studied. Because foam is well known for its limited tensile strength, its response
to tension and bending is studied less frequently. Prior to this specific effort, the study
team had not conducted any dynamic flexure testing on ReCrete specimens. A key factor
in this experiment is Ae constant Aop height and constant impact energy for all samples
and all experiment conditions. For all samples m Ais experiment, Ae impact mass was
23.32 kg, Ae Aop height was 50-mm, Ae impact velocity was 0.99 m/second, Ae impact
energy was 11.44 Joules, and Ae initial strain rate was 40/second. Unlike Ae dynamic
compression experiments, Ae dynamic flexure experiments experienced very little
decrease m Ae strain rate, as Ae samples failed at low impact loads and Ae impact mass
contmued to pass through Ae failed beam. The mass did not come to rest on Ae sample.
4.12.1 Flexural Modulus
The study team found no clear correlation between Ae mean flexural modulus of
ReCrete foam beams dynamically flexed m a 3-pomt bend and mold size or processmg
temperature. See Appendix IV for detailed results.
4.12.2

Normalized Flexural Modulus

After Ae mean flexural modulus data were normalized to a density value of 0.1
g/cm^, Ae sAdy team still found no correlation between Ae mean normalized flexural
modulus and Ae mold size or processmg temperature. See Appendix IV for detailed
results.
4.12.3

Fracture Stress

Figure 4-28 displays Ae mean fracture stress for each set of foam samples formulated
under all combmations of mold size and processmg temperatures, as well as Ae variance
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of (be data sets. Values inskk (he box arc within ± 1 standard deviadom and values inside
(he vadcal lines are within ± 2 standard (kviadoms. Slmih* to the

Aom qpasi-

stadc Qexural testing, the mean 6actme strcM cMuiy (kcraues aa the mold size
inaeases. Compared A the mechanical response A quasi-static flexural testing, the mean
fracture strengdi of ReCrek is doubled untkr dynamic stndn rates (or all sets of
fonmdsAmconditkmsinthkexpmmeot. Also, (hc variance remains low relative A the
nK snvalt^ making (his a high confidence predktt*. The decreasing fracture streogA is
a result of d * decreasing influence of the foam skin. Pot Ais experimeA, Ae beams
wete orMued for the 3-point bend tod sudi that Ae skm acted as Ae top and bottmn
layers

a sandwkh-like structure. The data suggods Aat the btdtom layer

skin was

A k A provide a significant portkm of tensik armgA A d* smalkst beaoa. [88]
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Rgure 4-28 Fracture Stress vs. NMd Size and Processing Temperature
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4.12.4

Nonnalized Raaure Stress

AAer the mean AacWre stress data were nmmaiized A a dmsity value

0.1 g/cm^,

the SAdy team found the same corrdatkm between the mean nmmalized AacAre stress
and the strain rate. Rgure 4-29 displays the mean normalized Aacture stress A* e « h set
td fbam san^ks fbrmnlated under all cmnbinatitms of mold size and processing
temg)eraAre, as well A the variance of the data s ^ . Vahres inside the bmt are wiAin ± 1
stmdard devWxtm and values inside Ae vedcal lines are wiAin ± 2 standard deviatkms.
Unlike the jSndings Amn quasi-^atic flexural ksting, that Aowed no cmreWioa, dm
mean nonnalized fracture stress ckady decreases as the mrdd size irtcreases.

NomaWxad Fmctwm Stram# va. Mold Six# & ProcomMii*
TemtpwnWra

warn

I
iim*
#o&oo
am

M.Nii# 37.1mm333mmHfmm3*3mm3Z.lmm303mm

#3C«K33C:30#043CI#a43C

I334mm37.1mm303mm13Jmm334mm37.1mmI
33C 33C 33C 33C 330 33C

Rgure 4-29 Nmmalized RacAre StrMs vs. Mold Size and Processing Teaqxzature

Compared A the mechankal reqxmse A ^pasi-statk flexural Astir%, the mean
normalized fracture streogA of ReCrete is nearly quadrupled under dynamic strain rates
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for all sets of formulation conditions in this experiment. In addition, the normalization
process revealed a significant increase in fracture strength in the samples processed at
85%. This correlates well with the predicted response of the chemistry changes and
the morphology findings for compression samples processed at 85%, as discussed in
Chapter 2.
4.12.5

Fracture Energy

The study team fotmd no clear correlation between the mean fracture energy of
ReCrete foam beams dynamically flexed in a 3-point bend and mold size or processing
temperature. See Appendix IV for detailed results.

4.13

Dynamic Flexure Findings

Through the dynamic flexure experiment, the study team found clear relationships to
processing temperature and mold size in the mean fracture strength of molded foam
samples. The mean fracture strength and the mean normalized fracture strength decrease
as mold size increases. The mean normalized fracture strength increases as processing
temperature increases. The mean fracture strength and the mean normalized fracture
strength increase significantly under dynamic strain rates.

4.14 Numerical Models
Using the experimental data collected on the densities and mechanical properties of
foam samples made in different size molds and at different rise temperatures, the study
team developed different numerical models to identify the relationships between the
independent and dependent variables. Like the example models in the previous chapter.
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tk sc models w oe developed using least squares regression. The study team began by
modeling the relatkmdups wiA linear least squares régression. For relatkmAips Aat
could not be accurately modeled wlA a linear model, the study team progressed A
modeling the relationships wiA quadratic least squares regression, and finally, third-order
least squares regression. The results are shown in Ae following figures.
Figure 4-30 shows the normalized yield stress model developed using quadratic least
squares regression of quasi-static compession data. Figure 4-30 shows how Ae fitted
cwve follows tlk genenl trend

the data. T k dmne shiqie of Ae curve presents a

visualization of the local maxima of t k normalized peak yield strmgA at middle mtdd
sizes and prooMsing temperatures. This shape correlates well wiA the data displayed
m Pig. 4-13.

vit*- .

Figure 4-30 Normalized Peak Yield Strm%A A* Quasi-Static Comppesskm
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n% m*#onadcal moibl AwRg. 4-30 is as follows:
= 240^ + 19.77(T)-0.16(T^) + 387.9(A )-97.88(A ')
Where:
Gy = Yield Stress (IdPa)
T

= Tanperatme (degrees C)

A

= Area (nrm-dimemsKmal)

Figure 4-31 shows the ixwmalized coUapK stress morkl developed using qm^kade
leas* squares regression of quasi-stadc cmnfwessioa drua. Figure 4-31 shows how the
Atted curve follows (he general trend of (be data. The dome shape cf (he curve pæ m ts a
visualization of Ae local maxima c€ Ae normalized colh^se streogA ^ middle moW
sizes and procesaing teoqieratures. This shape correlates well wiA Ae data diqdayed m
Fig. 4-16.

.

Area

Te%p«rqtur«

Rgure 4-31 Normalized (Zollapse StrengA fw()uasi-StaticCkmqwessi(Mi
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The mathemadcal model AwRg. 4-31 is aa A)Uows:
o , = 33Z 6+13.79(T )-0.12(T ^)+336(A )-86.75(A ')
Where:
Gg = Col%%Str«s (kPa)
T

= Tempaatme (degrees C)

A

= Area (iKm-dimemi(mal)

Rgure 4-32 shows Ae density model developed ush% quadratic least squares
regiBSskm of foam specimen densi^ data prq)ared for quasi-Oadc flexure testing.
Rgure 4-32 Aows bow the Atted onve follows the general trend of Ae data. The nearly
Aat duq* of the curve presmtts a visualization of the almoA linear rdatkmdnp of the
fbam sample dmxsity to mold size and processmg temperxwure. This shape cwrelalcs well
wiA the data displayed in Rg. 4-3. Also, the model does n(A Avwge at the boundaries,
making it useful for mtlr^lation beytmd the experhnmUal data sa.

fa-

Tem»« r o t u r e

Figure 4-32 Density of Static Flexure Samples
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The maAemadcal mtxkl AwRg. 4-32 is as foUows;
p = 0.18 - 1.08x10-^ (T) + 8.08 xlO " *(T ')-0.018 (t) + 1.9x 10^ (t^)
Where:
p K Density (g/cc)
T = Tanpesatwe (degrees C)
t

= Thickness (ntm-dimeasiMud)

Rgme 4-33 shows the normalized modulus modd dev^tped using linear lexet
squares regression of quasi-static flexure data. The flat surface presems a visualization of
the linear relatkmship

the foam sample Aexural modulus A mold size tmd proceMing

^nperature. This surface cmrdates well wiA Ae data daplayedmRg. 4-18.

.

%

"—Y,—

«
T#mp#rotwr#

Thickm*##
Figure 4-33 Normalized Modulus Aw ()uasi-Static Flexure
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The maAemadcal model for Rg. 4-33 Is as Wows:
E = 28.04-0.045 (T)+ 6.94(0
Wbem:
E = Rexural Modulus (MPa)
T = Tampormure (degrees C)
t = Tbk&ness (non-dimeoskmal)

Rgme 4-34 shows Ae fracture strengA model developed using linear least squares
regressioo of quasi-aatic flexure data. The flat surface presents a visuaHzatirm of Ae
Imear relatkmsbp of Ae fbam sanple hacture streogA A mold size aW processing
temperature. This suiAcectwreWesmoderaAlywdl wiA Ae data displayed m R g. 4-19.

*

Of,

1.—
Rgure 4-34 Fracture StreogA Aw Quasi-Static Fkxuie
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The madHanadcal model AwFig. 4-34 Is as A)Hows:
= 1545 + 2 .8 8 (7 )-2 1 5 (0
Whme:
G& =

Ractiwe Stress (kPa)

T

= Tcmptwature (degrees C)

t

= Thktness (wm-dimensional)

Rgure 4-35 shows the yield stress motkl developed wing linear lea# squares
regresskm of dynamic ownprcssioD data. The flat surfaM pneseots a visualizxaicm of the
strong Unar relatkmdiip of the A»am sample peak yWd strwigth A strain rate. This shape
ctwreWes extrwnely well wiA the data dismayed A Rg. 4-23.

%
Arad

Figure 4-35 Peak YicW StrengA Aw Dynamic Cmtqwession
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The mathematical model AwRg. 4-35 is as Wows:
» 2.25-0.018(T) +13.62(A)
Wh»c:
Gp = YAM Stress (MPa)
T

= Tanperatme (degrees C)

A

= Ares (notHÜmeasiaoal)

Figure 4-36 shows the <Wapse ^ress model developed using linear least squares
regression

dyoamA compressAn data. The flat smnkce presents a visWizatitm of the

very strong linear relationship of the foam sanqxle collapse arengA A strain raA. This
shape correlates well wiA the data diq)layed m Rg. 4-24.

40

*

a#

0

...............
T e m p en M u re

Rgure 4-36 Collapse StrengA few Dynamic CtmqwcMitm
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TbeinBÉBBBükada%xkdfbrP%&4k36isasfbUaw*:
o , = -L 7*+0.039(T) + 11.68(A)
Whoc:
Og = Coll^3se Stress
T

= ITanpenümGOkypsesC^

/I

= Aiea(noo4#a%aB»Dndi)

IFïg&Bne 4-3T7 atKfws dbe (kaaaity wnwodkd (levtdkrpwad «uwiig WbMau XewBtiaguwunes itjgnsssicB:
(wf j&%*magpecwbiMso dhansity (ki&a prepared (df (lytamic flexure (eswinyg. The flat shape of
the swdRaoe pNnaserds ri ifiaurdizaKio*! of the Umear reJbüioaashiptxf the fbaua !waaip*e<le:KKk)r
1i) noKkk* awbae xumd prtNceaawmtg IwaiipeanNhire. Tliis :dba;>e t*)iiel(U*Nt tveW iwiWi tb*; (bxta
displayed in Rg. 4-3.

Thick****

Temperature

lFy;ufe4r37 I]eaasiPri3f][fyzwBoiM:]PlexiBne;Sruiq)les
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rtwemadbemuwücsd model lBor]F:g,'$-37i8 as folkptvs:
p = 0.167-3 a x lO -* (T )-8 .8 8 x 10-'(t)
Whom:
f» *B Ijkaislty (g/cc)
TT =: Tùempandnnt (^legfe*%s<])
t

= Thickness (xam-dimeosiooml)

IPîgxinB 4*-38!d&0Mys the fraciwt stress rocNielideindkipedliisiag (piadbiuîc least stpsares
legressîoa of dynamic flexure data. The nearly flat surface presents a visualization Af the
ahoBost linear lelatwaosliq) (xf the foam sample fracttnn streojgdt to» incdid sizt; and
pgrxaBBsiDgteinpNsnaüine. TTbis surface ctMmdkwkBTvtdl ankhtbedbWüktiBqpL&yexliriISÿg. 41%28L
Also, the modW does not diverge at the bounAnies, making it useful fbr (Bttrqxdatkm

tNyyoeMdliweiEXfNsnktwNoa&lth&BkswaL

Cf,

^#5
4# Température
Thick##*#

IF^gure 4-218 finBcmre Streaypdifi%r(3*wBsi^StatK:l?kKX(in;
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The mathematkal model fw Fig. 4-38 is as follows:
= 8000 - 55.63(T) + 0.4 57 (T :)-2 .7 5 xlO '(t) + 363.4(t:)
Whem:
(?* = Fracture Stress (IdPa)
TT

=

ramqperatome l^legiees(])

t

= Thkkm»s(do&dûmaBkmaO

Figure 4-2M) s&KywfS the mKMnaiallzedi hnucGure stress lotxiel developed usiiqg (piaglratk:
jksast awgoauMBS rcgrcssioo <)f <lyiu*mic jOkotum; data.
a visualization

The inesady flat surface ptseots

&e almost linear relatkmAip of Ae foam sanqde normalized

fracture strength tt) mold size and processing tcnqxcrature.

This surface conelates

inodonde^vMdltvhh the data displayed m fig . 4-29. Also, the surface plm assists in
the visnaliatkm

the effect of increased processing temperature on the normalized

fracture strength.

T*mp*fatur*

Thltkm*#*

Figure 4-39 Normalized Fracture Strength for Dynamic Flexure
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The nudhemaücal nwdel AxrRg. 4-39 Is as fbUows:
= 3200-31 j l ( T ) +0.364 (T ')-787.4(0+ 90.38 ((')
Where:
G& » Fracture Stress (kPa)
T

= Tampoatuxe (degrees C)

t

= Thickness (tKm-dimexwitmal)

A complete listing of data and etpiatHms fw the develc^nnad of the least squares
regression nMXlels fw foam sangle daasities and mechanical pnc^xnties is contained in
Ai^xendkes I thrmi^ IV of Ais p r ^ .

4.15 O^nistry and Morphology
The study team observed the actual physical failures of die cylinder foam sanqdes
undm^ dynamic compressitm, and categtmzed the dynamic impact responses of the
samfdes into dxree types of failures. A type I Ailure, as depided in Rg. 4-40, is a mild
failure whme the fwrn is nearly or fully dmisified, but the sample ranains intam with
some bulging and loctdized lotting.

Figure 4-40 Type I Conqxression Rdlure
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A type n faUute, as dqpûded in Rg. 4-41, is a mocknate Allnrc where Ae («un is
Adly densified and potdtms of &e sangle sqxarate. There is also significam bulging and
^[dittiog.

Rgufe4-41 TypeUCmnfmasianPaihne

A type in failtne, as dqdcted in Rg. 4-42, Is a sevae failure whae the foam is fully
densified, and the sanqdc disint%tate6, leaving (mly the core of die sample intact, with
significant loss of stiffness.

Rgure 4-42 Type HI Ccmqnessitm EWkne
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axW ctmppRsion testmg of foam specimens mamijWured with 25% to
65% rise températures (all mold sizes, all strain rates) yi^ded 100% of the type III
fadures. Dytumic axial ccxnpressHm t^ in g

foam specimens mannfactnred whh an

85% rise tempaatuie (all mrdd sizes, all arain rates) yielded 10(M6 of the type I Ailures.
Foithar, Ae post-impact samples exhibited signi&ant flexibility and loss Af rigidity,
behavir% more Uke flexible, open<ell foam.
The SEM micrognqdi &q;)icted in R g. 4-43 is a ReCZi^ foam sample from
a 29-mm mold processed at 25%.

The mioograph is a pmpmdkmlar view of a

middle seAion of the cylindrical sample at 35x magxdfiGation. This micrt%raph is
representative of a large s a m ^ of microgra;dB taken by the sW y team for an
earlief mmpbtdogy study.

i
I

Rgure 4-43 M icn% n^ of R A C r^ processed at 25%

T k S l ^ micrograph dqxkXed in Rg. 4-44 is a ReOrae (6am sam pk frmn a
29-mm moM pocessed at 85%. The micrograph is a perpendicular vmw of a mitMle
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seakm

the cyHndrkal sanqxle at 18x mspiificatk«L U rn micrc^ng* is rqwesmaativc

of a small sample of four (4) micrr^raphs takmi by I k audy team fw this specific
morpbology cmnparistm between {wocessing temperatures.

k

Rgure 4-44 M icm gra^ of ReCrete processed at 85%

Both microgngdis in Rg. 4-43 and Rg. 4-44 are oriaited with the rise direxAicm at the
ttg).

The Bgures are sized in order to match magnificatkm scales for comfMuiscm

purposes. A comparis<m of the miamgrtgAs shows that Aere are signiAcant microscopic
différents in Ae foam samples processed at difPomtt tanperatures. ReCiete foam
procoaed at 25% produces anisotropic cells of «msistmit size, m knted in the rise
directkm. Thme are limited pmials in Ae cell walls bAween cells, amtrilmting to
rigidity. ReCrete foam processed at 85% produces m w e isotirgxic, more qAerical cells
wiA greater variance in size, and no particular miaitation.

The cell walls are

significantly thicker, but there are mme portals between cdls, t^ueasing cd l rigidity by
allowix% the blowing agent gas to flow freely between cells.
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Endnotes - Chapter 4
[86] Jackovich, D.J., 2003, “Temperature and Mold Size Effects on Density Gradients and
Mechanical Properties in a Polyurethane Foam System,” Master’s Thesis, University of
Nevada, Las Vegas, NY, p. 78.
[87] Mallick, P.K., ed., 1993, Fiber-Reinforced Composites, 2nd Edition, Marcel Dekker,
Inc., New York, p. 93.
[88] Mallick, Fiber-Reinforced Composites, p. 94.
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CHAPTERS

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A study of the effects of mold sizes and processing temperatures on density and
compressive and flexural mechanical properties was presented. It was shown that the
mold size had a significant effect on the density, the quasi-static compressive modulus,
the quasi-static flexural modulus, the quasi-static fracture stress, the dynamic
compressive densification, the dynamic compressive absorption energy, and the dynamic
fracture stress. Research also showed that the processing temperature had a moderate
effect on the density, moderate effects on quasi-static and dynamic compressive
mechanical properties, and a significant effect On the quasi-static and dynamic fracture
strength.

These effects are large enough to warrant careful consideration of mold

geometry and processing temperature when forming foams in place.
A study of the effects of foam manufacturing processes on density and mechanical
properties was presented. It was shown that the foam manufacturing process had a
significant positive effect on the density, in terms of both accuracy and consistency. It
was shown that the foam manufacturing process also had a significant positive effect on
the efficiency of foam production. It was also shown that the foam manufacturing
process did not have a significant effect on the mechanical properties. The density
effects and production efficiency benefits may be large enough to warrant careful
consideration of foam production processes for commercial and government applications.
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The study team did determine that Rubinate 1680 MDI require a significant maintenance
effort to sustain production. This overhead burden may be large enough to warrant
careful consideration of foam component selection for small to mid size production
applications.

5.1 Effect of Mold Size and Processing Temperature on Density
Researchers discovered that, for both the compressive test specimens (cylinders) and
Ae flexural test specimens (beams), Ae mean density of Ae samples decreased as Ae
mold size mcreased, and slightly decreased as Ae processing temperature mcreased.
Variance of Ae density among Ae compressive test specimens (cylmders) was greater
Aan Ae variance of Ae density among Ae flexural test specimens (beams), primarily
because Ae cylmders have significantly smaller volumes Aan Ae beams. Density did not
vary significantly as a function of position wiAm Ae foam specimen mold.

5.2

Effect of Ae Manufacturing Processes on Density

Usmg Ae manual formulation and manufacturing process for ReCrete foam,
researchers produced 265 foam density test specimens. This sample of 265 specimens
had a mean density of 0.120 g/cc, wiA a standard deviation of 0.0119 g/cc. Usmg Ae
automated formulation and manufacturing process for ReCrete foam, researchers
produced 466 foam density test specimens. This sample of 466 specimens had a mean
density of 0.113 g/cc, wiA a standard deviation of 0.0109 g/cc.

Researchers

demonstrated Aat Ae automated process was more productive (number of specimens
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produced in an experiment period); produced foam specimens closer to Ae target density
of 0.100 g/cc; and produced a foam sample wiA less variance between specimens.

5.3 Effect of Mold Size and Processmg Temperature on
Quasi-Static Compressive Properties
The study team found Aat Ae normalized quasi-static compressive modulus
mcreased as Ae mold size mcreased, and Ae normalized modulus reached a local
maximum between Ae 45°C and 65“C processing temperatures. The quasi-static yield
strengA and quasi-static collapse strengA decreased as mold size mcreased.

The

normalized peak yield strengA reached a local maximum at Ae 65°C processmg
temperature, and at medium mold sizes. The normalized collapse strengA also reached
a local maximum at Ae 65°C processmg temperature, and at medium mold sizes. These
findmgs are consistent wiA previous findmgs by Ae study team for manually
formulated foam samples.

5.4 Effect of Mold Size and Processmg Temperature on
Dynamic Compressive Properties
Researchers found Aat Ae dynamic compressive responses of Ae foam samples were
primarily influenced by Ae strain rate of Ae impact tests. Increasmg Ae strain rate and
Ae mold size of Ae dynamic compression tests resulted in increases m peak yield stress,
normalized peak yield stress, collapse stress, and normalized collapse stress.

The

normalized peak yield strengA increased as Ae processing temperature increased. The
normalized collapse strengA also mcreased as Ae processing temperature increased.
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5.5 Effect of Mold Size and Processing Temperature on
Quasi-Static Flexural Properties
The study team determined Aat Ae normalized quasi-sAtic flexural modulus
mcreased as Ae mold size increased, and Ae flexural modulus was mdependent of
processing temperatures. The fracture strengA decreased as mold size mcreased. The
normalized fracture strengA reached a local mmimum near Ae 45“C processing
temperature.

5.6 Effect of Mold Size and Processing Temperature on
Dynamic Flexural Properties
Researchers determmed Aat Ae dynamic flexural modulus was independent of
processmg temperatures and mold sizes.

The dynamic fracture strengA and Ae

normalized dynamic fracture strengA decreased as mold size mcreased. The normalized
dynamic fracture strengA mcreased as the processmg temperature mcreased.

5.7

Mechanical Property Differences Between Manufacturing Processes

A comparison of Ae results of mechanical testing between Ae manual and automated
manufactured samples shows Aat Ae relationships between mold size, processing
temperature and mechanical properties Aat were determined m Ae first experiment
continue to hold true wiA only minor refinements.

The quasi-sAtic compressive

modulus increases as Ae mold size increases. The quasi-sAtic compressive modulus
reaches a local maximum at a processing temperature of 65%, which differs from Ae
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first experiment, where researchers concluded Aat Ae quasi-sAtic compressive modulus
decreased as Ae processmg temperature increased.

5.8

Effecte of Chemistry

The chemistry sAdy team found Aat increases in Ae processmg temperature changed
Ae chemistry of Ae foam samples, makmg Aem less rigid and more flexible. These
chemistry changes resulted m decreasmg density as Ae processmg temperature mcreased.
The sAdy team also found Aat Ae resultmg mcreased flexibility of Ae dynamic
compression samples caused Aem to resist dismtegration after impact, at all measured
strain rates. The sAdy team found microscopic morphology changes Aat correspond to
higher processmg temperatures.

The chemistry changes also produced increased

normalized peak yield strengA and normalized collapse strengA under dynamic
compression for foam samples processed at higher temperatures.

The normalized

dynamic fracture strengA mcreased as Ae processmg temperatme increased and Ae
chemistry changes made Ae samples more flexible.

5.9 Recommendations for FurAer SAdy
The study team found a number of areas for further sAdy Aat would adAess
questions posed by Ae results of Ais sAdy. Tensile testmg of foam skm and tensile
testmg of un-skinned foam would aid m explammg Ae mcreased fracture strengA of
small foam beams.

Flexure testing of beams roAted 90° from Aeir “sandwich”

orienAtion would also aid m understandmg Ae role of foam skin m flexural responses.
The sAdy team could explore multiple dynamic stram rates for flexure testing to
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determine Ae effect of stram rate on flexural response. Researchers could conduct
dynamic compression testing under a constant strain rate to more accurately determme
Ae effects of mold size on foam compressive impact response. The sAdy team could
conduct ArAer dynamic flexure testmg wiA more precise load instrumenAtion to better
measure and characterize foam absorption energy under flexural failure. The sAdy team
could also conduct furAer dynamic compression and flexure testmg wiA more precise
Asplacement mstrumenAtion to better measme and characterize foam densification,
impact velocity, and deceleration under flexural and compressive failure. Researchers
could repeat compression and flexure tesA on foam samples processed m 10%
mcremente between Ae 60%-100% range to better characterize Ae chemistry change
and Ae resultant mechanical property changes.
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GLOSSARY
Absorption Energy - Energy Aat is reAined wiAout reflection or transmission on
passmg through a medium. The transmitted energy is absorbed by conversion mto
energy of anoAer form, usually Aermal. Closed-cell, rigid foam absorbs energy through
brittle crushing and collapse of cells.
Alpha Expansion Coefficient - Used for materials wiA a glass transition
temperature to distinguish Ae expansion coefflciente before and after Ae glass
temperature, where alpha 1 is Ae Aermal expansion coefficient at a temperature lower
Aan Tg and alpha 2 is Ae Aermal expansion coefficient at a temperature higher Aan Tg.
In many calculations, Ae alpha is used to represent Ae Aermal expansion coefficient.
Cell Geometry -

Cells are composed of vertices, edges, and faces.

Common

geometric models mclude cubes, rhombic dodecahedrons, penAgonal dodecaheAons,
and icosaheAons. ReCrete mean cell Aameter is 390 um.
Closed-Cell. Rigid Foam - Material made up of a network of solid struts and plates
which form Ae edges and faces of cells. Solid faces isolate Ae cells of a closed-cell
foam.

Cells are formed by a blowmg agent (carbon dioxide).

Strut bending, face

stretchmg, and compression of Ae blowmg agent are mechanisms of foam strengA.
Plastic bucklmg and brittle fracture are mechanisms of compressive strengA for rigid
foams. Rigid foams have high toughness but low resilience. Rigid foams can exhibit
eiAer elastic-brittle behavior.
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Collapse Strength -

Compressive stress at plateau region of stress-strain curve,

associated wiA Ae brittle crushing of cell struA m a rigid foam. Euler bucklmg stress.
Cream Time

-

Time from start of mixing to start of foam rismg (5% of

final height).
Densification -

Region of rapidly mcreasmg stress, to a slope of Es, as Ae cell

material iAelf begms to compress.

When relative density is above 0.3, Aere is a

transition from cellular material to porous material. When relative density is above 0.5,
Ae material begins to behave as a solid.
Dynamic - Strain rates above 40/second. Initial strain rate for ReCrete testmg was
70/second. Dynamic stram rates are achievable wiA a drop tower wiA 1 us resolution.
Dynamic stram limited to 0.60.
Flexure - The ability of a beam to bend wiAout fracture. Flexural strengA is Ae
stress at Ae outer edge of Ae beam at Ae moment of crack or break..
Foam -

A lightweight material m cellular form. Foam is made by introducmg

bubbles (usually gas) durmg manufacture. Foam typically has 30% or less density of iA
base material.
Fracture StrengA - For rigid foams, stress at which Ae cells rapidly fail beyond
Ae Imear-elastic regime.

Pomt at which cell struA transition from bending to

brittle fracture. Tensile failure mechanism is propagation of a smgle crack. Ultimate
Tensile StrengA.
Gel Time - Curing reaction time of Ae polymer.
Impact Failure - Pomt on stress-stram diagram where impact load Aops to 60%
of peak load.
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Model

-

A represenAtion Aat defines Ae key characteristics, attributes, and

qualities of an object.
Plastic Yield Stress - For rigid foams, stress at which Ae cells begm to collapse
plastically beyond Ae linear-elastic regime. Pomt at which cell strute transition from
bendmg to bucklmg.
PolvureAane

-

Any of various polymers conAining Ae ureAane radical.

PolyureAane is used to form a wide variety of synAetic plastics, adhesives, painA,
and rubber.
Ouasi-SAtic -

Strain rates at or below 1/second. Initial strain rate for ReCrete

testmg was 1.7x 10-4/second. The range of strain rates tested was 1.7x 10-5/second to
1.7x10-2/second. Quasi-sAtic strain was limited to 0.20.
ReCrete - A proprietary polyureAane, closed-cell, rigid foam developed by Sandia
Laboratory for Ae U.S. Department of Energy.

ReCrete is a second-generation

improvement of Crete.
Relative Density (p*/ps) - Density of Ae cellular material divided by Ae density
of Ae solid from which Ae cells are made (polyureAane); also referred to as
normalized density. Normalizmg is necessary m order to compare foam samples of
different densities.
Rise Time - Time from start of mixmg to end of foam rising (95% of final height);
also referred to as blowmg reaction time.
Rise Time = Gel Time - A polymer foam formula is optimized when Ae rise time
equals Ae gel time.

The formula is manipulated by changes m blowmg agent

and catalyst.
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Simulation - The operation of a dynamic model or surrogate process in order to
obtain or determme Ae outcomes Aat could occur m a real world system.
Structural Anisotropy IRl - Dependency of physical and mechanical properties on
orienAtion of Ae material, as a result of elongation of cells m Ae rise direction
Toughness - Energy absorption per unit volume, calculated by measuring Ae area
under Ae tensile stress-stram curve. A product of strengA and ductility.
Uni-Axial Compression - A load Aat causes a body to shorten m Ae direction of Ae
applied load.
Uni-Axial Tension -

A load Aat produces elongation m Ae direction of Ae

applied load.
Young’s Modulus (El -

The initial slope of Ae stress-strain curve m Ae elastic

region. The modulus of rigid foam is dominated by elastic bendmg of cell struA.
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APPENDIX I

QUASI-STATIC COMPRESSION DATA
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StatkCompn:Mivc D ensity-2^ Order

m
#p

Arm*

p = 0.i& 3 -4 Jx lO "'(T ) + L7xlO"'(T^)-O.OS7(A) + O.O13(A^)
Where:
P = DoKity (g/cc)
T « Tanpaaiuie (degrees C)
A = Area («m-dimœslonai)
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Sw ic Compressive modulus - 3 Order

h

E = 68.47-0.095(T)+O.0U(T^)-1.5xlO^(T')+42.71(A)-35.47(A^)+7.51(A^)
Where:
E = Conqxessive Modulus (MPa)
T = Tonperature (degrees C)
A = Area (u(HHhmmsi(maI)
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- :2**<]kdk:r

e

»

\

Are*

4*^

T##p«r«t#r*

E = 22.6+1.27(T )-0012(T ') + 12.57(A)-1.97(A^)
Wb«e:
E = Compessivc Modulus (MPa)
T = Tonparature ((kgneesC)
A = Aunsa (?M)a-diin*%w;H)aal)
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Smüc CompPMsivc Yield SdtM - 2°^ Order

'yx
L4!

1#

Are#

»

T«mp*r«fwr#

= 1992+15.78(T)-0.16(T')-926.6(A ) + 200.4(A')
Where:
Yield Stress (kPa)
T

Temperature (degrees C)

A

Area (nrmrdimaiskmal)
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Nwmalized Static Compressive YieW Stress -

Order

m
m

= 240^ +19.77 (T )-0 .16 (T^) + 387.9 (A)-97.88(A^)
Where:
Yield Stress (kPa)
T
A

Temper^me ((kgrees C)
Area (non-dimensioMl)
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Stade Crni^ressivc CüHapsc StrMS - 2"^ Order

M m :'

m
Tg#p#ratwre

Ar#@

o , m 1990 + 11.48(T)-0.123(T^)-921.5(A) + 200.8(A^)
Where:
o,
T
A

GoUapse Stress (kPa)
Temperature (degrees C)
Area (noo-dimensMmal)
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Nmmalized Stade Comp%sivc Collapse Stress - 2"^ Order

\y
/
T#mp#r«f#r#

o , = 332.6+15.79(T )-0.12(T ')+ 336(A )-86J5(A ')
Where:
Collapse Stress (kPa)
T

Tai^xrature (tkgrees C)

A

A ra (n(m-dimemsioDaI)
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APPENDIX II

QUASI-STATIC FLEXURE DATA
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SWc Flexural D aisity-2^ Older

ao

p * O.18-LO8xlO'^(T)+8.O8x1O-*(T')-0.O18(t) + 1.9xlO-=(t^)
Where:
P :
T
t

Î

Density (g/cc)
Tempaature (degrees C)
Thickness (nwMlimeoaional)
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Static Flexural Modulus - 2"^ Order

m

4*

Tempmrafer#

E = 65.71-1.21(T) + 9 .7xl0^ (T ') + 14.60(t)-2J7(t")
Whac:
E = Fkxural Modulus (MPa)
T = Tempoature (degrees (C)
t = Thidmess (uon-dimensiooal)
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Nonnmüzed Stade Flexural Modulua - 1 * Order

E = 28.04 - 0.045 (T) + 6.94 (t)
Where:
E = Flexural Modulus (MPa)
T = Tenperature (degrees C)
t

“

Thickaess (nrm-dimensional)
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StatkFkxmW Awmrc Stress-

On

T#m p«r#tw f#

G . = 1545 + 2.88 m - 215 (t)
Where:
Og, «
T
t

Fracture Stress (kPa)

= Temperature (dagreesC)
= Thidmess (nou-dmKusional)
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m

I

s

N(«malized Static Fiexwal Practwe Straa- 3"" Older

a . = 2190 - 98.9 (T) + L85 (T=)-0.01(T') + 17I.6 (t)-65.13 (t') + 6 j (t')
WheK:
Ok

Fracture Stress (kPa)

T

Tonpaatum (<kgreesC)

t

Thicknew (ncm-dimmsicmal)
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APPENDIX III

DYNAMIC COMPRESSION DATA
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Dynamic Con#Msive Deosky - 2^ O d a

V -

p = 0 ^ 1 -Z 4 x l0 -^ (T ) + L 7 x l0 '(T ^ )-0 .0 5 (A ) + 0.01I(A ')
Where:
p

=

Density (g/oc)
T = Tenq)erature (degrees C)
A = Area (non-^limemional)
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Dynamic Compressive Modulus - 2^ Order

m

m
40

E = -13.86 + 0 .3 7 2 (D -2 .6 x l0 -^ (T ') + 14.66(A )-L 9(A ")
WhMK
E : Ccmnpressive Modulus (MPa)
T : Tanperature (degrees C)
A

Area (non-dimensiooal)
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:

licHTBBdKzxxIIjhpoainic C^amapatNMdhnelVIodbihis -:Z"'()idkar

T#mb#fafwr#

Ar*o

E * -2 2 .6 5 + O J(T )-3 .4 x lO -^ (T ') + 1 5 .7 2 (A )-2 ^ 2 (A ')
WhcK:
E = CkMnqpmessive Adk>dküwB(*/DPa)
T = Temperature (degnmKC)
A = Area (iKm-dimmMooal)
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I)]mairuc (ZoKiq%ressiv%;Tfieidlf»tna;a -1* (]&ck9r

G_

= 2.25-0.018 (T) +13.62(A)

W bw :
yiedkl fitness ()S(FV&)
T
A

r e n q p c r a & u e (d k % g ic e s (Z )
Aunca (iMOQrtBumMBnsicMial)
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œ

(Stress--1* Carder

Area
T em perafur#

=; -!W)6 + 0.13 (T)49L6l2(jl)
Where:
Tnddfkn%s(hQ%0
T

Tanpaatuie (degnxsiC)

A

AfwOKmHÜnMoâomd)
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G, = -1 .7 8 + 0.039(T) + 11.68 (A)
Where:
Oe
T
A

CbüqKeSüaa(h#% 0
TTempNRnüDwre (dkggrees (Z)
Ajea(naQ4BnKQ6kMuü)
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jNkarmaÜZKxl jC^yiuamic i[>o*B;xnB&srv*!(]<kDjq)se SHmsas -1* (Dfdkar

Temperùtur#

G, = -8.25 + 0.13 (T) + 8.12 (A)
Where:
o,
T
A

Collapse Stress iQVXfti)
Tempo^tme (degrees C)
jAjnaa (BK)Or<Ui:w:n!Û(Mial)
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Dynamic Conqmessive DaiBiAcalkm - 2^ (kder

T#m*p#rcfer*

D = 0.667 + 3 .7 x l0 -'(T )-4 .2 x l0 -'(T ^ )+ 0 .0 1 9 (A )-8 .8 x l0 ^ (A ')
Where:
D = D«i&iAcatMm(%)
T = Température (degrees C)
A = Area (ncm-dimmsiwal)
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Dyaamic

Abswpdon Enegy - 2°^ Order

— M

»
-

-

' '« » ' ' *
'
4* .' ' '
'
s»/ .C -' -- - '
''

— a*

*

#

#
— V

#

/
^

3

2

*

. f
*

T «m p«ratur#

A r« *

E . = 22.77 - 0.056(T) + 4 .9 x l0 -'(T ')-L 7 1 (A ) + 0.31(A ')
Whoc:
Ex
T
A

Absorption
(J/unitwWume)
Tenqxamturc ((kgrewC)
Area (ïMnKÜrnmisitmàl)
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APPENDIX IV

DYNAMIC FLEXURE DATA
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Dynamic Flexural Density - 1" Orda

«la'4
*

éù
Thickm*#!

A'*

T#mper#f@r#

p = 0.167-3.8xl0^ (T )-8.88xl0-^ (t)
Where;
P = Density (g/cc)
T = T«nperature (degrees C)
t « TbkkiKss (ncm-din^isional)
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Dynamic Flcxoral Modulus - 3"^ Order

E « 4W j-25.65(T ) + 0.464(T")-2.7xlO-"(T^) + I52.9(t)-91.79(t") + I3.19(t=)
Where:
E
T :

A

Flexural Modulus (kPa)
Tcmperalwe (degrees C)
Area (nrm-dimenskuml)
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d

Nomalizcd Dynamk Flexural Modulus - 3"^ Order

^

T »m p#refw re

E = 177.0-14J3(T) + 0.275(T ')-1.6xl0-^(T ^) + 1 9 2 ^ ( t) - 9 0 ^ ( t^ ) + lL97(t^)
Whcm:
E :
T :
A

Flexural Modulus (kPa)
TempaaUue (degree C)
Area (nom-dimœskKial)
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m
z~. m

^ T«mf>«rûtîîre

o& = 8000-55.63 (T) + 0.457 (T^) - 2.75x10^ (t) + 363.4(t^)
W bæ :
G» = FratÆure Stress (kPa)
T
t

= Ten^wature (degrees C)
R nüdcoess (œœ-dimemi(mal)
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Of,

9Ù
Thfckmag*

T«m peratw r#

o& = 3200 - 31.51 (T) + 0.364 (T ' ) - 787.4(t) + 9038 ( t ' )
W bæ :
G»

FbKüaeSüeB Q Jt)

T

Ttoqpamümc (degnxslC )

t

TlHckoa» (noaxüawaüwmmü)
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ÿ

I))TW&09H:]FbEKtucI%nB:turc]E;*:rgy - 3"*(]b%ksr

m

Thickm##:

Ef = 0.469+5.3xl0-^(T)-Wxl0-*(T^)+4.7xl0-^(T^)+0.674(*)-0.298(*^)+0.039(t')
Where:
Er
T

AKüatBMTgy (J)

t

Ttwdomaa (nonkUnxawkMMd)

reaiqperamure <[<iegxees(Z)
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